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Chapter 10. Golden Cross: Discussion. 

10.1 GOLDEN CROSS DISCUSSION 

The wealth of information that has been derived from the study of the Golden Cross 

deposit provides a window into the complexity of epithermal- and currently active 

geothermal- systems (Henley, 1985). By studying a variety of scales, the 

interrelationship of many different processes may be elucidated. The geometry of vein 

systems provided the basic 'plumbing' for the circulation of hot fluids, and the 

dynamic processes of opening and closing of fractures resulted in a constantly 

changing hydrology, physical conditions and ultimately even influenced vein 

mineralogy and grain size (Cox et al., 2001, Fyfe et al, 1978). In other words the 

structural geology has had a major influence on the processes of opening and filling of 

fractures, at all scales. 

10.1.1 Influence o f  pre-existing defects. 

It is very clear from the similarities between the patterns of joints, pyrite, quartz and 

calcite veins that, from the outset, the pre-existing defects were a major influence on 

veins that came later. 

Stereographic plots of poles to veins of the quartz vein system (in both the 

underground mine and the open pit) and those of the underground carbonate system all 

tend to spread around a plane striking NE and dipping moderately SE, parallel to 

bedding. In other words veins tend to form perpendicular to bedding, as seen in the 

open pit (Wills, 2001) but in a variety of orientations. This is the pattern one would 

expect to see if the veins were following columnar joints in the country rock. The 

influence of pre-existing defects is seen at a smaller scale where pre-existing pyrite 

and quartz form rims to later quartz and calcite veins respectively. The second phase 

of veining in such cases often has very straight, flat walls. 

Bedding, too, seems to have had a major influence on some vein patterns, particularly 

on the periphery of the main ore zone- in the open pit quartz veins and the calcite 

system. Bedding parallel veins show up as moderately NW plunging clusters on the 

plots of vein poles. 
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It is possible that the underground calcite veins and open pit quartz veins were also 

more influenced by pre-existing joint patterns than the underground quartz system 

was. Both have a hint of folding around a horizontal NE-trending fold axis, parallel to 

that suggested for the folding in the joints of the decline. This greater influence of joint 

patterns, too, may have been due to their location on the periphery of the hydrothermal 

system, away from the intensity of the main ore zone. The result is that the carbonate 

vein pattern is more similar to the open pit quartz vein than that of the underground 

quartz veins. 

10.1.2 Relative timing o f  tiltinp and mineralisation. 

As for much of the Coromandel Peninsula, at least some of the rocks have undergone 

tilting towards the SE. This brings up a very important question: "Which came first, 

the tilting or the veining?" In other words, did the veins form first and then undergo 

tilting to their current orientations or were the rocks tilted first, and then the veins form 

in the orientation they still have today. (Or at least they had until they were mined 

out!) The two scenarios have very different implications for the stress systems present 

at the time of vein formation. Two models for the formation of quartz vein sytem have 

been presented, one stands if mineralisation came first (model I), the other if tilting 

came first (model 11). 

The timing of the tilting is somewhat contentious. De Ronde (1985) had tilting in the 

area as post Whitianga Group. On the other hand, later workers, including Begbie 

(1997), Mauk et al. (1998) and Wills (2001), all of whom had access to very much 

more outcrop than DeRonde, interpreted tilting as post Coromandel Group, but prior to 

the Whitianga Group. Wills (2001) dated the tilting as between 7.5 and 6.6 ma. She 

also presents a case for interpreting the mineralisation as post tilting. 

Mauk et al. (1998) build a model for the Golden Cross system based on post- vein 

tilting, but then show footwall veins hosted in untilted Whitianga Group rocks, 

implying that tilting must have finished before veins formed, and veins are still in their 

original orientation. Since all workers agree that tilting is post Cormandel Group, this 

conclusion relies on the assumption that the mapping they present is correct. If the 
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host rock is actually Coromandel Group, then tilting could have been pre- or post- 

mineralisation. 

This current study did not set out to investigate the host rock in detail. The least 

altered rocks, seen to the west of the orebody, were andesitic and therefore interpreted 

as Coromandel Group, which is congruent with other workers' conclusions. Those on 

the 260 RL in the vicinity of the main orebody were too highly altered to identify the 

original rock type. 

Following, the discovery in August, 1995, of a deep seated movement beneath the 

tailings dam at Golden Cross, an extensive investigation was carried out in an attempt 

to determine the nature and cause of the landsliding. (Winkler, 2001) As part of this 

investigation one hundred and sixty boreholes were drilled, with a total length of 11 

krn and depths ranging between 60m and 250m. Evidence from the extensive borehole 

core- still held by Tonkin and Taylor Ltd.- shows that the whole of the Golden Cross 

Epithermal Deposit is hosted by andesites of the Coromandel Group (Winkler, 2001; 

Tonkin & Taylor, 1997). This suggests that there are significant inaccuracies in the 

stratigraphy suggested by mine geologists and by Mauk et al. (1998). The implication 

is that tilting could have postdated the mineralisation. The same core shows that the 

rhyolites of the Whitianga Group are largely unaltered, implying that mineralisation 

predated the Whitianga Group (Winkler, 2001; Tonkin & Taylor, 1997), again 

compatible with mineralisation prior to tilting. 

Since there is no clear answer on the relative timing of mineralisation and tilting, the 

issue of which of the two models for the quartz vein system two models is the more 

valid is still unresolved. If, for other reasons, we may decide whether model I or 11 fits 

the observed data better, then this information may be used to indicate whether tilting 

occurred prior to or post veining. 

The following observations are relevant to this discussion. 

1) Model I is based on the robust signal, whilst Model 11 includes patterns that are 

more conjectural. 

2) There are significant problems with Model 11 due to the fact that there is no 

significant swarm of horizontal veins throughout the whole deposit. Whilst 
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there are a few large flat-lying veins, one would expect that postulating a 

vertical 0 3  at the time of vein opening would be based on a significant vertical 

cluster of poles. Even though the opening of horizontal veins requires 

superlithostatic fluid pressures, to open veins in any other orientation would 

require even greater fluid pressures. In other words, if the system were reverse, 

the horizontal veins would have been easiest to open and there should be a lot 

of them. It would be very difficult for fluid pressures to reach and maintain 

such high levels so close to the surface of the earth This does not favour the 

'fault valve type model' (Sibson et al., 1988) as a good description of the 

system at Golden Cross. 

One problem with Model I is that it has veins forming in a horizontal 

orientation (bedding-parallel) at the highest level of the deposit (in the open 

pit) and then tilting to moderate dips. This requires some explanation (see 

section 10.1.5). 

Model I for the quartz veins and the model for the carbonate veins have 

identically oriented stress systems. 

Based on the above discussion, it seems that overall, the simplest and most likely 

conclusion is that the quartz veins formed under a predominantly normal system 

(ol vertical, 0 2  horizontal SW and a3 horizontal SE), possibly sometimes 

switching to reverse for short intervals. It should be noted that variation in stress 

orientations is inevitable in systems where fractures form and open (Sibson, 2001). 

Also, the relatively low differential stresses required for reactivation of fractures 

means that ol is not very much greater in magnitude than 03 ,  SO it is not too 

difficult to envisage switching of the axes (Sibson, 1989). Very close to the surface 

it is unlikely that principal stress axes would be anything other than vertical or 

horizontal (Anderson, 195 1). Some horizontal veins opened, especially in the 

highest part of the system (open pit) implying that superlithostatic fluid pressures 

were sporadically reached or else some other mechanism operated to open the flat- 

lying veins. The calcite veins then opened under the same stress system as the 

quartz veins. Tilting followed, still with basically the same orientation for stresses, 

giving the veins their current attitude. 
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The vein systems at Golden Cross, then, seem to point to mineralisation occurring 

first, followed by tilting. 

10.1.3 Folding. 

This study presents some suggestion that folding may have occurred at Golden Cross 

on a similar axis to the tilting. The 'folding' patterns are inferred from trends apparent 

in both poles and intersection lines, particularly those observed in the joints and calcite 

vein system, and possibly in the open pit quartz veins. If such folds occurred after the 

calcite system, similar trends would show up in the plots of underground quartz vein 

poles and intersections. Since this is not the case it is probable that any folding 

occurred after joint formation but prior to quartz vein formation. This means that the 

'folding' suggested in the calcite and open pit quartz systems is actually an inherited 

pattern due to opening out of a folded joint system. The underground quartz system, 

which apparently utilised the joint system less than the open pit quartz and the calcite 

veining, did not inherit the same pattern. This model puts the postulated folding early 

in the deformation history. 

It should be noted that there are very few reports of folding in the Tertiary rocks of the 

Coromandel Peninsula. This may be in part due to difficulties in recognising bedding. 

Folding is much more difficult to recognise using vein attitudes because poles and 

intersections tend to spread in small circle patterns rather than the TC-plot produced by 

folded bedding- except where vein poles and intersections were initially perpendicular 

to the fold axis. Small circle spreads can be very difficult to recognise on stereonet 

plots, and they frequently result in very diffuse patterns, especially where many vein 

sets are present. The key to recognising such folding is that poles and intersection lines 

spread in patterns similar to one another. Even so, folding deduced by such a method 

can at best be described as 'implied'. 

It should not go unnoticed, however, that the folding postulated for the joints, the open 

pit quartz veins and the underground carbonate veins all have a common fold axis- i.e. 

horizontal and NE-trending, and that this is parallel to the 02 axis that was suggested 
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independently by Model I for quartz veining, the calcite vein model and the axis of 

regional tilting. 

Bannister (2001) reported folding near Mt. Moehau, at the north of the peninsula, in 

Tertiary rocks in which he could recognize bedding. He also connected the folding with 

eastwards tilting on a N-S axis. He deduced the timing of this event to be immediately 

prior to 5Ma, as compared to the 7.5-6.6Ma calculated for Golden Cross tilting by Wills 

(2001). 

10.1.4 Orientation of  principal stress axes. 

From the patterns of veining observed on stereonet plots, the best-fit models for quartz 

and calcite systems have a very shallow- horizontal ME-NNE intermediate axis of 

stress 02. Among other things, the abundance of horizontal intersection lines, 

especially in the quartz veins, indicates vein formation under dip-slip conditions. This 

fits very well with observations of vein opening mechanisms at an outcrop scale, since 

there are no strike-slip openings observed. Begbie (1997) reported virtually no strike- 

slip for the whole of the underground workings, except on post- vein faults. The same 

is true of the 260RL, as observed in this study. 

It seems, from the models for vein formation that at the time of vein formation, the 

stress system was predominantly normal, and therefore 01 was vertical and 03 was 

horizontal SE. The veins were subsequently tilted along with the host rock, towards 

the SE. If this scenario is correct, the large, relatively flat lying veins present in the 

footwall of the deposit would indeed have formed with moderate dips towards the 

west, as suggested by Mauk et al. (1998). Some of the apparent reverse opening 

directions observed at the outcrop scale may also have been normal in their original 

orientations. This does not preclude the possibility that the least principal stress 0 3  

may have periodically have switched with 01 and occasionally become vertical during 

the opening of the veins of the epithermal system. Low differential stresses and 

constantly changing stress orientations and magnitudes are part and parcel of an 

environment where fractures form, open and seal-and that makes for easy switching 

between principal axes (Sibson, 1989). It is notable that the intermediate axis appears 
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to have maintained its horizontal NE attitude until the very last stage of deformation- 

the post- vein faulting. On the 260 RL, some of the stepping veins with thicker 

shallow-horizontal segments and thinner segments where dips are steeper, would still 

have had a very steep opening vector prior to tilting, but the vectors would have 

tended to plunge towards the east rather than the west, as they currently do. In other 

words the original steep east- plunging vectors were rotated through the vertical by the 

tilting to become steep west plunging. This implies opening compatible with a steep to 

vertical (33. 

10.1.5 The Empire Fault (Fig. 93). 

Mapping of the stratigraphy on either side of the Empire Vein Zone led mine 

geologists to postulate a reverse fault separation across the zone (which they termed 

the 'Empire Fault') of over 300m. According to the mapping, which is presented in 

Mauk, Begbie and Sporli (1998) (fig 93 this thesis), the tilted Coromandel Group 

country rocks lie west of the Empire FaultNein Zone, in the open pit. To the east, in 

the underground mine, is the flat-lying Whitianga Group, downthrown by hundreds of 

metres. The validity of the postulated offset depends on the whether the mapping is 

correct. 

The later study of Winkler (2002) calls into question the mapping of the footwall host 

as Whitianga Group rhyolites, and shows that Coromandel Group andesites hosted the 

entire deposit. The validity of the 300m offset on the Empire Fault is consequently 

also called into question. A fault with a 300m throw would have been a fairly major 

feature, and one would expect that such a feature, located so close to the surface 

(within a few tens of metres), would have some geomorphological expression. This 

was not the case with the postulated Empire Fault (i.e. the 'pre-existing fault' that 

theoretically opened up to become the Empire Vein Zone), which was discovered 

almost by accident when Cyprus Gold Ltd were drilling the Empire Stockwork Zone, 

which was later mined in the open pit (pers. comm. Keith Hay, Abel Francis, Chris 

Torrey, 1989). 
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Since the hypothesis that the Empire Fault was a reverse fault is compatible with 

Model II for quartz vein formation (i.e. vertical 03), it will be considered to see 

whether other evidence also points to a major reverse fault. 

The dip of the postulated Empire Fault Zone (approximately 70') is very much steeper 

than one would expect for a reverse fault (i.e. dip of around 30°), and it is therefore 

very unlikely to have formed as such. Is it possible, then, that it started out as a normal 

fault and was later reactivated as a reverse fault? In order to reactivate an ideally 

oriented, cohesionless fault in a reverse sense it takes a differential or shear stress of 

four times the magnitude of that to reactivate a normal fault at the same depth and 

fluid pressure (Sibson, 1989). This is because in the reverse case, the stress in the 

vertical orientation is the least stress, o, = 03, and the greatest stress in the normal 

situation, o, = 01. This results in the reverse fault being able to store sixteen times the 

amount of elastic strain energy before failure as a normal fault in the same conditions 

(Sibson, 1989). It is even harder to cause inversion of a non-ideally oriented fault, 

such as the Empire Fault Zone. Under average conditions, the maximum angle for 

inversion is about 60°, and for steeper dipping faults, fluid pressure must exceed 0 3 ,  

making the effective stress <O. Again, since a3 is vertical in the model, this requires 

that the fluid pressure exceeds lithostatic pressure. Differential stresses must be low in 

this case, and the fault must also develop a little cohesion, in order to allow the 

stresses to enter the dilational field, so that reactivation may occur. However, if the 

fault developed a high cohesion then reactivation would be suppressed and it would 

lock up. New faults would then form, in more optimum orientations. 

Although reactivation of non-ideally oriented reverse faults works very well for 

modelling mesothermal deposits, as in the "fault-valve model" of Sibson et a]., 1988, 

it is very difficult to justify applying the same model to the epithermal environment. In 

the mesothermal environment, where fluids are more easily trapped and held in place, 

it is relatively easy to achieve the required superlithostatic fluid pressures. In the 

epithermal environment, within the top few hundred metres of the earth's crust, 

fractures would easily connect to the surface, water could be squeezed upwards, 

escaping through the fracture network and the superlithostatic fluid pressures would be 

lost. Then the fault could not be reactivated, as there would be no dilatancy. 
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Once again, it seems that there is no real case for a vertical 03. It is unlikely that the 

Empire fault zone was a reverse fault- either when it formed, or inverted as such. It is 

especially difficult to justify a reverse throw in excess of 300m (Mauk et al. 1998). 

It is, however, much more likely that the Empire Fault originated as a normal fault. As 

discussed above, the stress levels and fluid pressures required for initial formation and 

later reactivation of normal faults are very much less than those required by a reverse 

fault at the same level of the crust. In its present attitude (relatively high angle of dip 

towards the west) the Empire Fault is a little steeper than ideal. If bedding is rotated 

back to horizontal, the "fault" (now occupied by the "Empire Vein Zone") is rotated to 

dip moderately to steeply eastwards. This is more like the ideal orientation for a 

normal fault (Anderson, 1951). Active faulting is very likely to be an important part of 

any mechanism that involves cyclic fracturing, sealing and refracturing (Sibson et al., 

1975; Ramsay, 1980). 

The Empire Fault Zone as focus offluidflow. 
The presence of a fault like the postulated Empire Fault may have been the reason that 

Golden Cross became the locus of fracturing, circulation of fluids and veining. 

Cycling of fluids through the system was probably not just passive flow through open 

fractures, even during the early stages of fault movement and reactivation. Active 

faulting involves build up and sudden dissipation of stress, resulting in greatly 

fluctuating pressures, causing fluids to be 'pumped' through the system (Sibson et al, 

1975). The presence of fluids in the system also tends to cause faulting to occur at 

lower stress and differential stress. Thus faulting causes the circulation of fluids and 

fluids 'lubricate' the faulting process. 

Dilation of the system. 

At some point in the reactivation history, the fault zone began to open up and veins 

formed. The band-parallel faulting present in the main, steeply dipping quartz body on 

the 260RL shows that fault movement occurred simultaneous with or alternated with 

opening of quartz veins. The broad spread of poles to veins suggests that tension gash 

veins opened as well as the shear veins. The tension gash, perpendicular to 03, would 

have been the easiest orientation of fracture to open. Exhumed faults do sometimes 
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have associated tension gash veins present that are compatible with having opened up 

in the same stress field (Sibson, 1989). Opening out of favourably oriented pre- 

existing joints possibly caused more scatter. 

In order to have dilatency of fractures in the system, the fault zone itself probably 

developed some cohesion, otherwise slip would have occurred on the fault, dissipating 

the stresses whilst still in the compressional field. Other requirements for dilatancy are 

that the fluid pressure must exceed the least principal stress, 0 3 ,  to make effective 

stress levels<O, and that differential stresses must be low (especially in the case of 

tension gash veins). In normal and strike-slip situations, tension gashes may form at 

near hydrostatic pressures (Sibson, 1981; Sibson, 1989). 

When the fluid pressures built up to the required levels, tension gash veins and shear 

veins would have formed. This would cause a sudden pressure drop, which would lead 

to movement of the fluid, but also precipitation of dissolved minerals. As the fracture 

network sealed, the fluid pressures would again be magnified, periodically building up 

to the levels required for dilation andl or shear. This would again cause fluctuating 

pressures and pump fluids through the system. This cycle is reflected in the banded 

nature of the vein fills (Ramsay, 1980). 

Factors in opening flat veins. 

If model I for the quartz veins were correct, and tilting occurred after the 

mineralisation, then the large cluster of bedding-parallel veins in the open pit must 

have formed when the bedding was still sub-horizontal, and they, too must have 

formed with very shallow dips. 

If model I1 for the quartz system were correct, and tilting occurred prior to veining, 

then the so-called footwall veins must have opened in the relatively flat-lying 

orientations observed in the mine (e.g. fig.65, fig 93). These significant, thick (up to 

several metres) shallow-dipping veins are only observed in the footwall side of the 

Empire Fault Zone, where sub-horizontal Whitianga Group was mapped by Mauk et 

al., (1998). The footwall veins would, then, have formed sub-parallel to the bedding. 

The hanging wall side, where according to the same mapping, the country rock 
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comprises steeply dipping Coromandel Group andesites, has no significant shallow- 

horizontal veins. This includes the underground calcite vein system and the veins of 

the "Empire Stockwork Zone" seen in the open pit. 

Both models have the same issue to explain. How do you open flat-lying veins so 

close to the surface? In both models the bedding itself could have been a pre-existing 

defect, but this still does not explain how fluid pressures could build to superlithostatic 

levels. So far, model I has seemed to fit the evidence better than model II. Yet in 

model I, the bedding-parallel, originally flat-lying veins are in the open pit, and 

formed even closer to the surface than the footwall veins that are the problem for 

model 11. What is more, model I does not invoke a vertical 03, so veins would tend to 

open preferentially in steeper orientations rather than shallow. In other words, it would 

be even harder to open bedding parallel veins in model I than model 11. 

It is possible that another mechanism is responsible for opening sub-horizontal veins 

near the surface. A mechanism that does not require superlithostatic fluid pressures 

"jacking up" the overburden and possibly one that does not require that the system is 

reverse and 03 is vertical. 

It seems, from internal structures and textures of veins, that at any one time fractures 

were open only over short distances. Once open, however, the fractures would stay 

open long enough to be filled- which might take only months (White, 1968). There are 

some calcite veins in the system that still have substantial horizontal cavities which 

never closed (and have therefore remained open for millions of years). The problem is, 

then, the initial opening of relatively small fractures, which, once opened, stayed open 

without too much difficulty, acting as conduits for fluid until they were sealed by 

precipitation. 

Boiling- related vein opening. 

Another factor that may have contributed to the opening out of the system was 

discussed in the section on internal textures of veins. The fact that the system formed 

at such a high level (less than 400m (Simpson et al., 2001)) and that fractures may 
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connect to the surface means that seismic events can cause a very sudden, profound 

drop in fluid pressure. The superheated fluids coming up from depth are then allowed 

to flash to steam, causing a volume increase of up to 100 times at 200°C, and up to 

1600 times at 100°C (i.e. lcm3 of water may boil to give 1600cm3 steam on boiling!) 

(Irvine and Liley, 1984; Meyer et al., 1993) where they are allowed to expand freely. 

Within the fracture system, however, there would probably be somewhat limited 

expansion due to irregularity of fractures, narrowing and broadening of cavities and 

steam and other gases formed in 'blows' may not be able to escape if the fracture 

necks markedly, causing 'choking' of the system. Precipitates dumped by the boiling 

fluid would exacerbate the choking. 

This process probably contributed to opening of veins in all orientations, but if there 

were a bedding-parallel weakness this would be easiest to open out. Being so close to 

the free surface of the earth, material could be thrown upwards by the force of the 

explosive boiling, probably more easily than being thrown sideways, where it was 

confined on all sides by the rock. 

Assuming that the average rock density was around 2.5&m3, the overburden would 

exert a pressure of around lOObars at 400m depth. This is the pressure that would have 

to be overcome by the energy associated with the expansion with the phase-change. 

For example, if a horizontal fracture were to open to a width of IOcm, and its length 

and breadth in the horizontal plane were lOOm by 10m, it would mean that a block of 

rock of volume 100 x 10 x 400m3 would be lifted a height of 1Ocm. Assuming that the 

bedding-parallel weakness was cohesionless, and taking the acceleration due to 

gravity, g, to be 10ms'~, the energy required to lift the block of rock is 

m g h = volume of x density of x acceleration due x height overburden 
overburden overburden to gravity is lifted 

= 4 x 10' x 2.5 x103x 10 x 0.ljoules. 

=1 x lo9 joules 

=1 x lo6 kilojoules. 

Browne and Lawless (2000) calculated the energy associated with 23 known 

hydrothennal eruptions. These ranged from lo6 to 5 x 1012 kT of which 60% were 
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10~k.J or greater. Thus, it is clear that natural systems may easily produce enough 

energy by this kind of process to overcome the overburden and open flat lying veins. 

Since the internal textures of the veins point to boiling occurring in the system, which 

is frequently associated with very aggressive brecciatiod dilation type processes, I 

propose that this is the basic mechanism by which the flat-lying veins formed in the 

Golden Cross system. Fluid rising through the system and present in bedding-parallel 

weaknesses was suddenly subjected to a dramatic pressure drop by a seismic event and 

flashed to steam, which could not escape quickly enough. The energy of the steam 

flash was enough to lift the overburden, opening the flat-lying fractures. If these 

fractures were not completely filled by the precipitates that came out of the water as it 

boiled, the fracture would remain open and be filled in a relatively passive 

environment, as the hot fluids continued to flow through the system. 

In this mechanism it is not a problem that the deposit is so close to the surface, but 

rather it is necessary. This is because the pressure drop must be enough to bring the 

rising fluids well into their boiling field in order that they boil instantly ('flash') and 

also to ensure that the absolute weight of the overburden is small enough to be lifted 

by the energy of the expansion associated with the boiling. 

Where such boiling is initiated very close to the surface, the energy of the flash may 

cause a hydrothermal eruption. In contrast, where initiation occurred at a few hundred 

metres' depth, the mechanism for energy release is more likely to be fracturing and 

vein opening, and major hydrothermal eruption may not break surface. This is 

probably the case at Golden Cross underground quartz system. Wills (2000) reported 

some hydrothermal eruption breccias in the open pit, suggesting that these processes 

also occurred in the immediate subsurface at Golden Cross. It should be noted, 

however, that the product of many hydrothermal eruptions- even relatively large ones- 

are not preserved in the rock record (Browne and Lawless, 2001). Therefore the 

presence of hydrothermal eruption breccias is not necessary to prove that these types 

of processes have occurred. 

It should be noted that this mechanism for opening of shallow veins is independent of 

the stress orientations, and may occur in normal, strike-slip and reverse systems. It 
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requires neither a vertical 03, nor superlithostatic fluid pressures. The presence of a 

subhorizontal weakness is likely to aid this process. Although explosive boiling may 

also have contributed to the opening of steeper veins, it is likely that their opening was 

more simply related to the background stress system-both the regional stresses and the 

constantly changing local stresses. 

If this boiling mechanism is what opened the bedding-parallel veins of the open pit, 

then it eliminates the main problem with Model I for the quartz vein system, which 

was developed for the robust signal in the stereonet plots (fig. 76). It seems, therefore, 

that overall this is the best model. 

10.1.6 Interplay o f  local and regional controls on ~ u a r t z  veininn. 

The overall structure of the quartz vein phase of the Golden Cross Epithermal Deposit 

is therefore a result of a very fixed dip-slip stress system, with relatively low stresses 

and differential stresses acting upon a system of pre-existing fractures that became the 

locus of hydrothermal fluid flow and locally, boiling. The patterns are strongly 

influenced by the pre-existing configuration of bedding, joints and faults, the presence 

of which are the very reason the deposit formed where it did. In other words it formed 

as a result of regional stresses acting upon very specific local structure. 

The resulting structure is fairly simple, with elements of two-dimensional strain, being 

particularly strong in the open pit. The open pit structure is strongly influenced by 

bedding-parallel and bedding-perpendicular planes, the latter probably representing 

favourably oriented early joints. The underground quartz shows more influence of 

'Empire Fault Zone' orientations, although poles seem to spread in a similar pattern to 

the joints present in the Coromandel Group. Both the underground and open pit quartz 

systems show the importance of the horizontal plane in their intersection lines plot. 

Where the underground quartz system deviates from simple two-dimensional strain, it 

may be due to the influence of early joint patterns but also there may have been some 

freedom for the intermediate axis to rotate within the horizontal plane, causing a 

spread of poles. If the other two principal stress axes were able to rotate a little in the 

vertical plane, this would have caused a switching between normal and reverse 

reactivation andlor opening. This would explain why there are both normal and 
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reverse movement senses observed in the opening of quartz veins at the 260RL and 

throughout the underground workings (Mauk et a1 1998). Such rotation of the stress 

system is an inevitable effect of opening fractures. With the low stresses and 

differential stresses present in the system, it would have been relatively easy to perturb 

the stress field and change stress orientations. The consistently horizontal 0 2  explains 

why no strike-slip is observed in the quartz veins. 

10.1.7 The switch from quartz to calcite veining. 

The switch from quartz to calcite veining also involved a switch from a relatively 

simple mainly two-dimensional strain to a definitely three-dimensional strain. This 

may have been as a result of changing of the mechanical response of the rock due to 

advancing hydrothermal alteration. Normal dip-slip still predominated, possibly with 

some switching between reverse and normal stresses. The newly shaped fracture 

network had differently oriented intersection lines, which would have changed the 

flow patterns of the fluid. The resulting change in hydrology is probably what caused 

the change in mineralogy of the veins. 

Notably more late calcite veins are present in the hanging wall than the footwall of the 

Empire VeidFault Zone, on the periphery of the epithermal deposit. As a result the 

vein orientations in the calcite system were more influenced by the defects in the 

steeply dipping Coromandel Group (bedding and jointing) than the orientations 

associated with the Empire Fault Zone. This contrasts with the underground quartz, 

which is more similar to the Empire fault orientations and have very few bedding- 

parallel veins. 

The strength of the country rocks would have been changed by the hydrothermal 

alteration associated with the quartz vein formation. This may have been in part 

responsible for the formation of a system of very wide-open fractures, in which 

seismically initiated flashing of water to steam may have played a part, not only in the 

opening, but also in the filling. The fractures probably filled very quickly- maybe even 

within weeks (White, 1968, page c61), although some were never completely filled, 

and still have a central cavity. This was the last phase of veining at Golden Cross, so 
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once this fracture system was largely filled, the hydrology was permanently changed, 

with upflow occumng elsewhere. 

The common factor in all these systems described so far is that the system was 

definitely not strike-slip, and that did not change with this event. 0 2  apparently 

remained horizontal, and oriented NE. The regional scale eastwards and 

southeastwards tilting present throughout the Coromandel Peninsula points to the 

regional significance of this orientation of the intermediate axis throughout the 

formation of the Golden Cross Deposit. 

10.1.8 Comparison o f  the 260RL to the rest o f  the Golden Cross system. 

This study partly aims to examine how much one may tell about the overall pattern of 

a deposit from studying a very limited part of it. Later study has included work not 

only on the structure of other levels in the system, and more extensive study of the 

260RL itself, but also study of alteration of the country rocks and development and 

refinement of a stratigraphy for the area. This was possible as rocks from a much 

greater part of the deposit became accessible, and with the application of many 

techniques available to mine geologists. 

It is striking that the study of a single level of the deposit highlighted every major 

structural pattern found throughout other levels. Despite a major sample difficulty with 

mapping being conducted in a horizontal tunnel, even the importance of the horizontal 

plane was highlighted from the patterns at the 260RL. 

The later study helped interpretation of the patterns in the 260RL, especially by the 

identification of bedding orientations in the open pit- which was reflected in the plots 

of data for joints, quartz (particularly from the open pit) and calcite systems. 

Much of the above was actually inferred from the patterns of the 260RL prior to 

confirmation as mining progressed. In other words, structural patterns at one level in 

the deposit are a very good indication of the basic structure throughout. This seems to 

be true even for the quartz veining that was present in only a small part of the 260RL, 
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at the end of the crosscuts. Mapping of early background structure, such as joint 

patterns enables better interpretation of the patterns observed in later veins. 
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Chapter 11. Matawai. 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

11.1.1 General Overview 

The Matawai area is located approximately 5km south of Coromandel township (Fig. 

94). The ground is very steep and is covered by exotic pine plantation and secondary 

regrowth of bush and scrub. 

In the earliest days of mining on the Coromandel Peninsula, Matawai was worked for 

alluvial gold. Towards the end of the 1860's a number of small auriferous veins were 

located in the country round the headwaters of the Pukewhau and Matawai streams 

(Fig. 94). Fraser and Adams (1922) also mention auriferous veins in the ridge 

between the two streams. The claims in the area included the Little Wonder, 

Blackmores and Home Rule. Further downstream, in a tributary of the Matawai 

stream, the most productive claims were Vizard's Claim, Vaughan's Claim and 

Bremner's Freehold. The exact locations of these workings are not recorded. Most of 

the workings were small and there is little record of how much gold was won. 

However, Downey (1935) does record the yield of several of the more significant 

claims in the area. The total recorded quartz taken from the field was 5009 tons, from 

which 10,404 ounces of bullion were extracted. This was valued at £29,423. 

The following account of the overall geology is taken from field observations and 

maps and reports of Heritage Mining NL (e.g. Wadsworth, 1989a, b). The two main 

country rock types present in the Matawai area are greywacke, representing the 

Manaia Hill Formation basement rocks, and the andesitic volcanics of the 

Coromandel Group. The greywacke basement outcrops mainly in the lower and 

western part of the Matawai area, and consists of highly indurated metasediments. 

Structurally the greywackes are very complex (e.g. McFarlane, 1993). Their 

interbedded mudstones and sandstones are highly contorted and faulted. They are 

unconformably overlain by the Miocene volcanics- including dykes which cut the 

greywackes. In the southeast of the area an outcrop of dacite porphyry forms the 

conspicuous peak of Castle rock. 
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The rocks of the area are pervasively altered to propylitic rank but locally higher 

ranks are present. Zones of silicification of several metres wide or more are often 

associated with veining, and tend to be better developed in the footwall of major veins 

(Wadsworth, 1989b). 

Both greywackes and andesites host quartz veining. The veins are relatively simple 

throughout, and mainly narrow (mrn to a couple of cm scale). Veins occur singly and 

in networks containing both steep and shallow veins. Larger veins and their associated 

silicification haloes may become brecciated bodies at higher levels. There is probably 

a continuum between the networks of veins and the brecciated zones. Small sulphide- 

rich veins are also present, mainly in the greywackes. 

11.1.2 Faults and Joints . 

Joint sets observed in the roughly horizontal surface of the track shown in Fig. 94, 

may or may not have clay fill. Some sets parallel quartz veins, but many do not. The 

joints probably represent features that were not favourably oriented to stress 

directions during opening of the system, or else structures that formed after the veins. 

These may have originally been joints or faults, but the lack of distinctive marker 

horizons makes it impossible to tell which. Some, however, have steep slickensides in 

their clay fill and must represent dip-slip faults. Whether these are normal or reverse, 

and how much movement has occurred is not indicated. 

Later faults cut and displace veins. Displacement of one large vein resulted in a 

horizontal separation of 60m. Actual slip direction and distance are once again 

unknown. 

11.1.3 Structure o f  Veins 

Nature of veins 

Veins are very simple in that they generally consist of one phase of crystalline quartz- 

commonly comb quartz- with a central cavity. Very rarely do more than two bands 
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occur within a vein. A few veins, as already mentioned, have a white clay fill and may 

represent shears. 

Orientations and patterns of veining. 

In general, the veins of the Matawai area have a dominant NW strike, mainly dipping 

moderately to steeply SW. Plots of poles to these planes at some outcrops show a 

bimodal distribution. Other significant trends include veins with NE strikelmoderate 

W dip and NE strikelmoderate to steep E dip. 

11.1.4 Method o f  study. 

Data in this area were collected from two main sources: a) a track which is cut by 

many planar features in outcrop surfaces that were roughly horizontal or shallowly 

dipping; b) a SE-NW trending, roughly vertical face in a roadcut. A little less than !h 

krn separates the two outcrops (Fig. 94). Old mine workings were also visited but not 

extensively mapped due to poor conditions of outcrops and tunnels (i.e. dirty outcrops 

resulting in poor visibility of veins and shears and also unsafe workings). 

Readings of strike and dip of veins were taken for a number of small outcrops, each of 

which was individually analysed. Some of these small-scale patterns are presented 

here. For example, certain veins at outcrop 2 that make up a small-scale pattern were 

carefully analysed, compared firstly to the overall pattern for the outcrop, and then to 

the pattern for the track as a whole. The aim was to investigate the extent to which a 

few veins can influence or reflect the overall pattern at an outcrop, and the extent to 

which a particular outcrop can influencelreflect the overall pattern of an area. 

Similarly, the plots of poles and intersection lines for composite plots for the track 

and the roadcut (Fig. 98 and 103 respectively, Fig. 104) were also compared to one 

another, to investigate consistency of the patterns within the area. This analysis is 

only intended to explore vein relationships at a very small scale and conclusions 

drawn should not be transferred to larger scales. 

The different orientation of the track and roadcut planes enabled discernment of a 

more complete picture of vein patterns, as some clusters of planes do not show up on 

one or the other (Fig. 104). The most notable is a large cluster of poles on the track 

plot, equivalent to a set of steep veins that strike NW-SE, virtually parallel to the 
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roadcut outcrop surface. The plots for the two areas were combined to give a more 

comprehensive picture for the whole area (Fig. 105). The four models presented 

earlier were applied to the data, in a very experimental fashion. Only the best-fit 

model for the area is presented. 

11.2 OUTCROPS FROM THE TRACK HORIZONTAL SECTION. 

The simple rectangular1 orthogonal pattern observed at outcrop 1 is representative of 

patterns throughout the track section. 

This outcrop is in the horizontal track surface. It consists of four small, steeply 

dipping veins-174183W, 116179N, 022179E and 126/86W, all of which appear to have 

opened simultaneously. On the horizontal surface these form a rectangular pattern, all 

of the veins dipping outwards, away from one another (Fig. 95(i)). All observed 

intersections are very steep- one plunging W, one NNW, one SSE and one ENE (Fig. 

95(ii)). This is very roughly an octahedral pattern, although it may represent a 

variation from a vertical orthogonal system. It is unclear how this pattern continues at 

depth. 
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11.2.2 Outcrop 2 (Fins 96.97). 

Analysis of outcrop 2 was conducted in order to investigate the extent to which the 

pattern of a few veins may influence the overall patterns for the outcrop. It allows 

testing to see whether patterns occurring at this outcrop scale reflect the larger scale 

geometries interpreted for the area. The work is again very much taking a try-it-and - 

see approach, and involves paying close attention to individual veins to learn about 

factors involved in opening, but conclusions cannot be taken to be of regional 

significance. 

This outcrop is also on the shallowly dipping plane of the track. The veins appear to 

have opened simultaneously, as no crosscutting was observed. The most significant 

structural feature here is the NW striking set of veins, which mostly dip very steeply 

westwards (Fig. 96(i)). In addition, there is a small network of veins that forms 

patterns similar to those already seen- i.e. roughly rectangular, with shortcut veins. 

Some of the veins in the small network belong to the NW-striking set. The 

rectangular network is analysed separately, since it has rather an interesting geometry. 

The outcrop is then analysed as a whole. 

Two approaches are taken in the analysis of the rectangular network. The first deals 

with the orientation analysis of the veins. The second approach considers the 

movement of individual blocks of rock and the orientation of displacement vectors for 

the blocks. This is presented at the end of the chapter. 

Analysis of the rectangular network. 

This pattern is more complicated than it first appears, and several features of the 

network are notable (Fig. 96(i)). 

A) In the east of the outcrop, two veins (B and E) intersect horizontally. Their 

intersection line outcrops in the plane of the track for the full length of the 

veins. Veins B and E form the easternmost side of the small network of veins 

mentioned above. Plots of this pattern are drawn with vein B or vein E, but not 
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both. Vein B is one of the veins belonging to the NW-striking, W-dipping set. 

It is not possible to tell whether either of the veins, or neither, or both 

continued above the outcrop prior to erosion. 

B) Veins B and E terminate at their northern end at vein A, which also does not 

continue beyond this intersection. In other words, none of the three veins is a 

through-going vein. They all terminate at the same point (t in Fig. 96(i)). Vein 

A strikes roughly perpendicular to B and E and forms the northernmost side of 

the small network. 

C) At the southern end of veins B and E, there is a through-going vein, but it 

changes orientation at the junction with B E  from 113176s to 0831~. The latter 

segment of vein (vein C) forms the southern side of the small network. 

The western side of the small vein network is also interesting in a number of its 

features. 

D) Vein D, which forms the western side of the small vein network, is a through- 

going vein in that it continues in both directions outside the zone of the 

network. Away from the network the vein's orientations fall in the main NW- 

striking, W-dipping set. (Its orientation is 129185W in the N of the network, 

and 135186W in the south of the network.). The section of the vein that lies 

within the network, which appears to have opened up in conjunction with the 

other veins of the network, has quite a different orientation (167154W). 

Stereographic plots. 

The 'rectangular' pattern. (Fig. 96(ii)-(vi)) 

All the veins that are represented in the rectangular network at outcrop 2 are plotted in 

Fig. 96(ii). It is not clear whether all the veins are of similar significance in defining 

the rectangle. In order to investigate this the rectangular pattern is plotted in four 

different ways. 

The relative significance of veins B and E, forming the eastern side of the 'rectangle', 

is investigated by presenting two plots that include vein B and two that include vein 
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E. The western side of the 'rectangle' is also plotted in different ways. It may be that 

vein D represents a very local stress variation that occurred due to the interaction of 

several veins opening simultaneously. Its orientation may be more truly represented 

on a larger scale by taking the average of its extensions, F and G. Two plots therefore 

include vein D and two the average orientation of veins F and G. An average 

orientation of 132185W was used in these plots. 

This results in four different ways of plotting the 'rectangular' part of the network. It 

is not clear which of these patterns is most significant either in terms of local structure 

or in fitting the data for this outcrop into the overall structural picture of the area. It is 

possible that different plots may be significant on different scales. Of course, all five 

veins (A, B, C, D, E) may be of similar significance, and the block-movement 

analysis presented at the end of the chapter tackles this scenario. 

a) Plotting veins A, B, C and D. (Fig. 96(iii)). 

b) Plotting veins A, C, D and E. (Fig. 96(iv)). 

c) Plotting veins A, B, C and the average of vein segments FIG (Fig. 96(v)). 

d) Plotting veins A, E, C and average of FIG. (Fig. 96(vi)). 

a) (Fig. 96(iii)). This is very approximately an orthorhombic pattern in three 

dimensions. The two veins, B and C, form one 'orthorhombiclconjugate pair'. They 

dip and intersect more or less vertically. The angle between them is 64'. Veins A and 

D form the other 'orthorhombic1conjugate pair', intersecting at 411308, with 52' 

between them. All the observed intersections plunge westwards. Planes C and D are 

almost perpendicular (96"), as are planes A and B (88") 

This orthorhombic pattern is quite different from the one at outcrop 1 (Fig. 95). It has 

two intersections in common with that outcrop, but the others are quite differently 

oriented. The intersection angles are also considerably greater in outcrop 4 than 

outcrop 1. 

b) (Fig. 96(iv)). This is an unusual pattern. Veins C, D and E are almost mutually 

perpendicular. Vein A makes a very similar angle with each of the other veins. It is 
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not possible to separate the veins into two 'orthorhombicl conjugate pairs', as the 

intersection angle would be very different for each 'pair'. 

c) (Fig. 96(v)). Three of the four planes in this plot are very steeplvertical, and the 

three intersect in more or less the same near vertical orientation. Veins B and the FIG 

orientation represent veins of the same set, which is also the most common set of the 

outcrop. The fourth plane forms intersections with the others that plunge moderately 

NW and W. 

d) (Fig. 96(vi)). This is another roughly orthorhombic pattern with veins C and FIG 

forming one 'orthorhombiclconjugate pair', and A and E forming the other. The 

intersection orientations are widely spread, plunging in each quadrant. This is, once 

again, a very different pattern from that at outcrop 1. Although there are again two 

intersections that parallel intersections on the plot of outcrop 1, the others are very 

different. 

Discussion on rectangular network at outcrop 2. 

It is not obvious which of these veins are most significant in the formation of the 

rectangular pattern. Within the rectangular, network vein D has a shallower dip than 

its extensions, veins F and G. This change in orientation may be due to the local 

interaction with the other veins during their simultaneous opening. In terms of wider, 

more regional stresses, the extensions F and G possibly represent a more significant 

structural orientation- especially since they are parallel to the most common vein set 

of the outcrop. The plots including the average orientation of FIG may therefore be 

more significant. 

Since vein B is of the same set, as F and G, the plot that most completely summarises 

the geometry of the network is probably the one shown in Fig. 96(vi), showing veins 

A, C, E and FIG. This is basically an octahedral pattern. 
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Overall pattern for outcrop 2. (Fin. 97). 

Overall analysis of outcrop 2 was conducted in order to investigate the extent to 

which the very small-scale patterns, such as the rectangular pattern presented in Fig. 

96, influence the overall patterns for the outcrop. It is also presented to see how 

patterns occurring at the outcrop scale reflect the larger scale patterns observed for the 

whole area. 

The main cluster of poles plunges shallowly NE, equivalent to the steep, NW striking 

vein set (Fig. 97(i), (ii)). This pole cluster is bimodal, with one maximum plunging 

towards 032 (equivalent to average or modal plane 122/79W), and the other plunging 

towards 052 and 232 (equivalent to modal plane 1421~) (Fig. 97 (ii)). The poles 

spread around the primitive between the two maxima. 

Great circle spreads of poles are possibly present (Fig. 97(iii)), although the limited 

data means that statistically these should not be over emphasised. The first is the 

spread around 174105E- (or around the primitive-i.e. horizontal spread) which leads to 

statistical intersection 264185 (or vertical statistical intersection). On the observed 

intersections plot (Fig. 97(v)) there is a cluster parallel to this statistical intersection 

line. The second, less reliable, spread is around the plane 040/65W, giving statistical 

intersection 130125. This falls in the middle of a group of three observed intersection 

lines (Fig. 97(v)). 

The largest cluster of observed intersections (Fig. 97(v)) is steep1 vertical, and is 

mostly due to intersection of the many orientation of steep veins with one another (i.e. 

equivalent to the shallow-horizontal spread of poles). 

The most obvious great circle spread, 128185W, (Fig. 97(vi)) results from 

intersection of the set of veins with poles plunging shallowly NE and veins of various 

other orientations. The great circle represents a theoretical modal plane with pole 

038105. There are three other great circle spreads, of varying significance. 260N 

(pole 350100) has the main cluster of steep intersections plus intersections belonging 

to two significant veins. Five out of seven of the intersections making up the spread 

233142N (pole 481143) are sourced in one vein. Similarly, the final spread, 353130E 
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(pole 60/263), has four out of five intersections sourced in one pole (Fig. 97(vi)). 

Only the first great circle has an equivalent cluster on the plot of poles, although the 

others are connected with single data points. 

Although statistically these 'significant planes' (significant very locally-within this 

outcrop) are not very well defined, due to the limited data, they do present a very 

interesting pattern. It is essentially orthorhombic, and is almost identical to the pattern 

in plot 96(vi) of the rectangular network at outcrop 2. This, along with the bimodal 

cluster of NE plunging poles is probably the best representation of what is happening 

at outcrop 2. An alternative interpretation has the Harding mechanism operating, with 

the two steeper planes as conjugate strike-slip faults and the two shallower planes as 

conjugate thrust faults. 

11.2.3 Overall stereonraphic plots for the track outcrop (Fin. 98). 

These plots include the data from the outcrops already discussed, as well as other 

outcrops and strikes and dips of isolated planes (veins and clay filled 'shears') from 

locations all along the track. They are used to interpret larger scale mechanisms for 

the area of the track. 

The main cluster of poles to veins and 'shears' (Fig. 98(ii)) is very broad1 bimodal 

and plunges NNE to ENE and SSW to WSW at angles of up to 30'. Most of these 

poles, however, plunge at 20' or less (i.e. planes tend to be steep). The maximum of 

this cluster plunges 032110. This cluster spreads around the primitive. The clay-filled 

'shears' which are present in this group noticeably cluster together, and have poles 

with the more easterly orientations (Fig. 98(i)). 

A lesser cluster, made up mostly of poles to "shear" planes plunges moderately SE. 

Great circle spread of poles (Fig. 98(iii)) include the spread around the primitive 

(vertical statistical intersection line), around 053145E (statistical intersection 323/45), 

and around 30l/vertical (statistical intersection 031100). The 053145E and the 

horizontal spreads are the most significant, but only the vertical statistical intersection 

has a significant equivalent cluster on the plot of observed intersections. 
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Small clusters of intersections (Fig. 98 (v)) are oriented 275185, 348170, 421308 and 

185185. The intersections observed on the track section are mostly steep-moderately 

plunging. This is to be expected on a section which is horizontal - or close to it - 
throughout (i.e. there is possibly a sampling error which limits the number of shallow 

or horizontal planes in the outcrop, so intersection lines will also tend to be on the 

steep side). 

Spreading of observed intersection lines (Fig.98(vi)) causes a broad girdle running 

E-W to NW-SE. This may be described quite well in terms of two great circle scatters 

of data points (Fig. 98(vi)). These are 0841v (pole 174/00), 135187s (pole 045103). A 

third scatter, 180lvertical (pole 090100) is also present but less well defined. There is 

possibly a fourth spread on the great circle oriented 105172N (pole 195112). The pole 

to the 125187s spread falls into the broad cluster of poles that plunges northeast (Fig. 

98(ii)). The pole to the 0841v spread is associated with a minor cluster of poles (Fig. 

98(ii)). The other two spreads have no cluster equivalent on the plot of poles. 

11.2.4 Interpretation. 

It should be remembered that all interpretations are tentatively made, based on few 

data points, and may not be valid for anything other than a very local scale. The 

significant features of the stereographic plots are the dominance of the NNE plunging 

poles cluster (equivalent to NW striking, steep NIS dipping planes), almost all of 

which are open veins, (Fig. 98(i)) and the dominance of the vertical intersection lines 

(many of which were generated by the NNE poles cluster.) The fact that both poles 

(especially those for planes that remained closed-Fig. 98(i)) and intersection lines 

spread in a steep NW trending girdle is also important. 

The maxima on the plot of poles may be used to generate two main and two less 

significant modal planes. Of these four planes three are mutually perpendicular. The 

fourth, and least significant set, lies at angles ranging from 40-60" to the other sets. 

(This is generated from the cluster of poles that is exaggerated by the presence of one 
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plane that is cut by several shears). This relatively simple orthogonal geometry is one 

of the most striking characteristics of the veining in the area. It is interesting to note 

that one of the orthogonal planes is almost vertical, and the other two intersect in a 

line that is almost horizontal. The clusters of poles from which these latter two modal 

planes were formed consist mainly of unopened joints or shears, whilst those which 

generated the vertical modal plane were entirely opened out as veins. 

The simplest interpretation of this pattern would be to assume that the planes were 

originally formed in their current configuration. One could speculate that due to the 

proximity of the deformed basement, jointing (or possibly blockfaulting (Sporli, 

1989)) patterns may be copying through to the overlying andesites. Uplifting of 

domes in the area (and there are several volcanic plugs close by) could produce many 

different patterns, including locally orthogonal patterns (e.g. Withjack and Schiener, 

1982; Chevallier and Venvoerd, 1987; Komuro, 1987; Tosdal and Richards, 2001). 

One might expect, though, to see extension and opening of veins in more orientations 

if this were the case. The possibility of an influence by columnar jointing should be 

considered, especially as the skew plane lies at approximately 60' to two of the other 

planes (DeGraff and Aydin, 1987). However, since the poles to these planes are not 

themselves coplanar, this mechanism may be discounted. 

The veins in this area show such a strongly orthogonal pattern that there is no way an 

orthorhombic model of the 'Krantz' type may be used to describe the overall pattern 

for the area. The four modal planes may not be separated into two 

'orthorhombic/conjugate pairs' of planes, since this requires the angle between the 

planes of each 'pair' to be identical. With three planes being mutually perpendicular 

and the fourth at a different angle to each of them, such a grouping is impossible. 

Even if the area has undergone folding and angles between planes have changed, it is 

not possible to generate a satisfactory orthorhombic model. Notwithstanding this, 

individual outcrops, such as outcrop 4 of the track section, may exhibit orthorhombic 

geometry. 

It is, though, possible to apply a Harding model to the data (Fig. 99 (i), (ii)). The best 

fit would have the NW striking, SW dipping set of planes (with NE plunging poles)- 
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all of which are open veins- as the tension gash orientation, and the other two 

orthogonal sets of planes as the reverse faults. These latter are almost all unopened 

planes, which tends to add support to the hypothesis that they are thrust faults and that 

a Harding-type mechanism has operated. Many workers in the area have reported post 

Coromandel Group faulting on NE and NNW-trending faults (Schofield, 1974; 

Cornwell, 1967; Skinner, 1967), and the veins and small 'shears' could be their 

equivalent. McFarlane (1993) reports NE-ENE trending, moderately NW dipping 

reverse faulting late in the tectonic history of basement rocks at Manaia Hill, five 

kilometres southwest of Matawai. This suggests that the overall mode of opening may 

be a Harding-type mechanism, modified in some localities to an orthorhombic 

opening mechanism. This is possible, since the Harding model necessarily involves 

partitioning, so separation of areas where orthorhombic planes formed from those 

where Harding dominates may also occur. 

If the Harding mechanism were operating in the area, it is not simple. Firstly, there is 

local involvement of orthorhombic shear. Secondly, the postulated thrusts are 

perpendicular to one another. There are at least two ways in which this might occur. 

Firstly, the orientation of pre-existing fractures in the andesites may not be ideal for 

the Harding model, but close enough to it that they are reactivated during later 

fracturing, to become part of the Harding geometry. This results in a divergence from 

ideality. Secondly the angles may change with folding, which may occur 

simultaneously with or subsequent to the formation of planes. In the Harding setting, 

folding may occur alongside faulting, and especially with thrusting (see inset, Fig. 99) 

(Boyer and Elliott, 1982). These folds, some of which would be structurally necessary 

as part of the thrusting, would have predictable orientations. The fold axis would be 

perpendicular to the Harding tension gash (parallel to tension gash pole)- i.e. 

horizontal to shallow NE. It is certainly possible for such a fold to generate the 

orthogonal patterns observed in the track outcrop. In addition it is possible to describe 

the steep NW-SE trending spreads seen in both poles and intersections plots in terms 

of small circles around axes similar to these suggested fold axes. Although this is far 

from conclusive, this is, then, a mechanism that must be seriously considered. If 

folding is present at Matawai it could be a very local phenomenon, associated with the 

accommodation of the thrust faulting. (It is also worth noting that ramping in this 
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fashion causes other complications, including a switch from compression to 

extension, and then back to compression.) 

11.3 OUTCROPS FROM THE VERTICAL ROADCUT SECTION (Figs 

100-102) 

This outcrop is approximately '13- '12 km from the horizontal track section the outcrop 

(Fig. 94). It is oriented approximately NW-SWvertical. It contains a myriad of tiny, 

thin veins in addition to the thicker veins that were measured (Fig. 100(i)). The 

outcrop is in poor condition, due to intense alteration and weathering - very clay rich, 

crumbling, dirty and in places slumped. Even though there are so many veins present 

it is not easy to ascertain orientations, whether veins are in sections of rock which are 

in situ, crosscutting relationships and to identify individual important patterns. 

It is important to note that the orientation of the outcrop is parallel to the NW trending 

steep veins in the track outcrop, which may result in a sample error with the exclusion 

or under-representation of a major vein set. However this should be offset by 

information about very shallow or horizontal planes and intersections which did not 

show up in the track outcrop. The two outcrops together should present a good, 

comprehensive picture of the structure of the whole area. 

11.3.1 Overall description o f  vein pattern at roadcut outcrop. 

The pattern of veining changes across the outcrop from SE to NW and the outcrop is 

divided into three separate zones (Figs 100-102). The main vein orientations are 

different in each of the three segments. Between the zones, natural breaks in the 

outcrop occur, with very few clear, visible veins and the rocks are in particularly bad 

condition- clay rich and disturbed with water running over. Unfortunately this means 

that age relationships of veins in the different segments may not be discerned. 

In the southeastern part of the outcrop (Fig. loo), the main vein set, striking NE and 

dipping shallowly-moderately NW, intersects a couple of other veins, which are 

approximately orthogonal to the main set. 
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In the middle zone (Fig. 101), the pattern is more complicated, with the main set 

striking NE and dipping steeply SE. A broad girdle of poles also spreads across the 

stereonet from WNW to ESE. 

The northwestern part of the outcrop (Fig. 102) is in very poor condition, but most 

planes apparently strike NE, and dip moderately-steeply NW, similar to the planes in 

the SE of the outcrop, but tending to be a little steeper. 

Patterns of poles and intersection lines are described individually in more detail. 

11 J.2 Southeast section o f  the roadcut outcrop (Fiz. 100). 

The main cluster of vein poles (Fig. 100(ii)) is very broad and plunges moderately 

SE. This is very similar in orientation to clusters on the plot of poles for the path 

section. The average for this cluster gives modal plane 042/30W, which is more or 

less perpendicular to the two other planes present. 

Great circle spreads of poles are not recognisable, since there is not enough data on 

this plot to justify such interpretation. 

The main 'cluster' of observed intersection lines from the SE part of the roadcut 

outcrop (Fig. 100(iii),(iv)) plunges shallowly NNE, with two intersections plunging 

shallowly NE (Fig. 100(iv)). This tendency to cluster reflects the fact that most of the 

data points are intersections of the main set of veins with one of the two orthogonal 

veins (Fig. 100(iii)). 

The beginnings of a great circle spread (Fig. 100(iv)) around a shallow N dipping, 

NE-ENE striking plane is the equivalent of the modal plane or cluster of SE plunging 

poles from which the intersections are derived. 
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11.3.3 Middle section of the roadcut outcrop (Fin. 101 ). 

This part of the roadcut section has a prominent set of NE striking1 steeply SE dipping 

veins, some of which show stepping and/ or upward branching geometries. (Fig. 

101(i)). A couple of NE striking, shallow dipping veins intersect these. The zone is 

bounded to the northwest by a 20cm wide broken up quartz vein, which strikes 201 to 

224 and dips70-75W. NW of this zone is a zone with very much clay and broken up 

quartz veins. It is unclear whether this is a shear or a recent slip. 

A prominent cluster ofpoles on the stereographic plot plunges shallowly NW (Fig. 

lOl(ii)-(iii)). This gives modal plane 060170SE. 

A broad spread ofpoles (Fig. lOl(iii)), which runs across the stereonet from WNW- 

ESE may be interpreted in terms of a great circle spread of approximately 108/80S, 

which give statistical intersections 018110. This could equally be a small circle spread 

around a rotation axis (possibly a fold axis) running approximately horizontal NNE- 

ME. 

An indistinct cluster of intersections plunges moderately-steeply south (Fig. 

lOl(iv),(v)). A second small cluster plunges very shallowly towards 244 and 064 (i.e. 

its average is roughly horizontal.) 

A great circle scatter of intersections (Fig. lOl(v)), running approximately 2441713, 

reflects the orientation of the modal plane. Very few intersections fall outside this 

great circle, but those that do are oriented similarly to the statistical intersection 

indicated by the spread of poles and also the intersections of the southeastern part of 

the roadcut. 

11.3.4 North section of the roadcut outcrop (Fia. 102). 

North of the broken puggy zone the veins are mostly quite broken up and 

discontinuous. It was difficult to obtain true readings from many veins. Evidence of 

age relationships is absent (Fig. 102(i)). 
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The most obvious vein is a couple of cm wide, and almost vertical (017187E). A 

second near vertical vein strikes more westerly (082188N). The rest of the veins form 

a set that strikes S-SSW and plunges moderately west. 

The dominant cluster of poles on the stereographic plot is broad and plunges 

moderately -shallowly SE (Fig. 102(ii)). Its average, 122150, is equivalent to a modal 

plane of 032150N- very similar to that at the southeastern end of the roadcut. 

Great circle scatters are not identifiable with so little data. 

Intersections are not observed in this part of the outcrop. 

11.3.5 Stereographic plots for all roadcut data. (Fia. 103). 

The overall pattern of veining at the roadcut outcrop is considered by combining the 

plots from the three zones just described. 

There are two dominant clusters of poles on the stereographic plot of all data for the 

roadcut outcrop (Fig. 103(i)). The tightest of these clusters plunges very shallowly 

NW-NNW, equivalent to a modal plane striking 063181SE. The second cluster is 

broader, the average plunging roughly 120150 (Fig. 103(i)), equivalent to a modal 

plane 030140W. Two minor clusters, plunging horizontally and shallowly WNW give 

modal planes ) 0141v and 009157E. Three of the four planes intersect mutually in a 

shallow NNE plunging line ('I' in Fig. 103(i)). 

An conspicuous broad, steep spread of poles could be a great circle spread about 

110170S (pole 020/20), or possibly a small circle spread about a horizontal axis with 

azimuth 021- 201" and opening angle 82" (Fig. 103(ii)). The statistical intersection 

(poles to great circle spread) is associated with a broad cluster on the plot of observed 

intersections. 

Two very vague clusters of observed intersections (Fig. 103(iv)) are present, one 

plunging steeply southwards, the other very shallowly NNE-NE. The latter may be 
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associated with the spread of poles, and with the mutual intersection of the three 

modal planes. The plot of observed intersections does not have enough data points to 

justify contouring. 

Three great circle spreads of intersection lines (Fig. 103(v)) are apparent. The most 

obvious is 057174SE (pole 327/16), and is equivalent to the largest cluster on the plot 

of poles. The second, 069120NW (pole 159170), may be associated with the SE 

plunging broad cluster of poles. The other spread, 103120S (013170), has no matching 

cluster on the plot of poles. 
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11.4 COMPARING PLOTS OF DATA FOR TRACK AND ROADCUT POLES 
AND INTERSECTIONS (FIG. 104). 

The different orientation of the track and roadcut outcrops probably accounts for 

many of the differences in their observed patterns. Some features which come through 

strongly on one plot are entirely absent from the other. Other features are stronger on 

one plot than the other. Still others are clear on both plots. 

11.4.1 Poles. (Fia. 104 (i)-(iv)). 

The most striking difference is the broad, bimodal cluster plunging horizontally to 

shallowly NE-ENE on the track plot (Fig. 104(i)), which is absent from the roadcut 

outcrop (Fig. 104(ii)). This is very probably an artefact of the sample bias of the 

roadcut, although one may not categorically prove this, especially as the Harding 

model, which involves partitioning, may be operating. The track and roadcut veins 

could possibly be zones of different local stresses and consequently differently 

oriented planes. 

The broad cluster of poles plunging moderately SE is present on both plots and is 

mainly made up of unfilled planes in the track outcrop. 

There is a broad girdle of poles spreading steeply across the middle of the plots, but in 

the northwest quadrant particularly, these do not coincide perfectly for the two plots 

(Fig. 104(iii)-(iv)). 

11 A.2 Intersection lines (Fia. 104(v)-(x)). 

The differences between the patterns for the roadcut and track outcrops are, once 

again, probably very much connected with outcrop orientation and sample bias. The 

track outcrop shows very many more steep intersections than the roadcut outcrop. The 

roadcut outcrop (Fig. 104(vii)) has more shallow intersections than the track outcrop 

(Fig. 104(viii)). 

The steep W-NW striking girdle of intersections on the plot of data from the track 

(Fig. 104(ix)) is associated with the set of planes that is absent from the roadcut 
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outcrop. Consequently there is no equivalent feature on the roadcut plot of 

intersections (Fig. 1 O4(x)). 

Some of the track intersections fall into the 051174E great circle spread from the 

roadcut outcrop, but the two shallower spreads of the roadcut data are not present at 

all in the path plot (Fig. lO(ix),(x)). 

It is interesting to look at the road outcrop alone, but there is not enough data from the 

roadcut to justify making any conclusions about models that operated in the Matawai 

area. It is actually more helpful to compare the data with those collected from the 

track outcrop, '12 - '13 krn away to see the level of agreement. 

If the two main clusters of poles on the roadcut plot (Fig. 104(ii)) are used to generate 

modal planes, they are almost identical to two of the modal planes generated in the 

same way for the track plot (i.e. the skew plane on the track plot running 063170SE 

and one of the orthogonal planes running 028148NW) (Fig.l04(i)). The modal plane 

generated for a minor cluster of poles plunging 279133 is around 20" different in both 

strike and dip from a third modal plane in the track outcrop (009157E in the roadcut, 

033137Sein the track (Fig. lO(i),(ii)). The fourth plane on the roadcut plot (Fig. 

104(ii)) is completely different from the track planes, and is, in fact almost 

perpendicular to the last of the modal planes of the track (104(i)). (0141v in the 

roadcut, 123Iv in the track). The large cluster of poles plunging NE on the path plot is 

absent from this plot and it is not clear whether this is real or an artefact of the outcrop 

orientation and outcrop bias. 

The pattern seen at the roadcut includes two orthogonal planes and three angles of 

around 60". The poles to the 60" planes are not coplanar, excluding the possibility of 

columnar jointing. It is possible, though, for the planes to be split into two 'conjugate 

pairs'. These are not orthorhombic, since there are two orthogonal planes present. 

They could, however, represent two sets of Harding conjugates. As already stated, 

though, there is not enough data here to justify making conclusions and interpretations 
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about models. What is interesting is how well the data actually does agree with that 

from the track outcrop. 
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11.5 COMBINED PLOTS FOR ALL DATA-TRACK AND ROADCUT. WIG. 
105). 

Several clusters of poles (Fig. 105(i)) are present on the contoured plot of all vein 

and 'shear' planes in the Matawai area. The bimodal cluster, which was obvious on 

the track plot, is also clear here. One of the two maxima plunges roughly horizontally, 

with azimuth 032-212, and the other plunges 151065. The poles spread around the 

primitive between and beyond these maxima. Two additional important clusters are 

present, and are emphasised on this combined plot, since minor clusters were present 

on both path and roadcut plots. These are 401122 and 111332 - the latter once again 

spreading around the primitive. 

A broad spread of poles (Fig. 105(ii)) across the middle of the plot, which can be 

taken to be made up of a number of great/ small circle spreads. 032142E (pole 302148) 

and 030115W (pole 120175) both contain two major clusters (the horizontal cluster 

with azimuth 0321212 being common to both). All the clusters of poles in these two 

cases spread along the great circle. This is clearly seen in the contoured plot. A third 

possible spread, 108180S (pole 018110), is also present, with one major cluster 

elongate in the plane of the spread. The small circle with horizontal axis trending 201" 

and opening angle 80' could be used equally well to describe this spread. The 

statistical intersections for all the great circle spreads are at least loosely associated 

with clusters on the plot of observed intersections. 

There is an additional spread of poles around the primitive (horizontal plane). This 

gives a vertical statistical intersection, equivalent to the major cluster on the plot of 

observed intersections. 

The major cluster of intersections, Fig. 105(iii) plunging 233184-vertical, forms the 

most obvious feature on this plot. A minor cluster plunges 315142,. 

The main spread of observed intersection lines (Fig. 105(iv)) includes the two 

largest clusters, and may be described in terms of a great circle 1401843 (this would 

be equivalent to a modal plane with pole 040106) or a small circle with opening angle 
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82' and horizontal axis bearing 048. Another small circle spread shows in between 

two minor clusters as horizontal axis1035 and opening angle 22'. A minor spread of 

intersections is 094185s. 

11.6 SUMMARY FOR MATAWAI AREA. 

The overall pattern of veining at Matawai points to three-dimensional strain. This is 

most simply described as an orthogonal pattern, which may represent a modification 

of a Harding type model. At an outcrop scale at least, however, there has been some 

orthorhombic shear, so the mechanism operating as a whole is something of a hybrid. 

The presence of small circle spreads on plots of both poles and intersection lines 

(possibly more than one spread with roughly the same axis on each plot), may mean 

that there has been some modification of the vein network geometries by folding, 

either during or after vein formation. It is also possible that opening of a previously 

folded network of fractures has formed the patterns seen. The 'fold axis' of the 

postulated folding plunges shallowly NE, which is consistent with the folds forming 

as part of the Harding mechanism. The folds could possibly have caused the Harding 

thrust planes to become perpendicular to one another, and at least partly explain the 

orthogonal pattern. The folds are also in the correct orientation for the structurally 

necessary folds that are part and parcel of thrusting (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 

In support of the proposal that the Harding mechanism may have operated, most of 

the planes that did not open as quartz veins, but remained closed, with just a thin clay 

fill, are oriented parallel to the proposed Harding thrust planes, and are NE striking. 

Where striations are present in the clay fill, they show evidence for almost pure dip- 

slip movement on the shear, compatible with the proposal that they may be reverse 

faults. In addition, many workers in the area have reported post Coromandel Group 

faulting on NE and NNW-trending faults but did not record whether this was in a 

normal or reverse sense. (Schofield, 1974; Cornwell, 1967; Skinner, 1967). 

McFarlane (1993) reported NE-ENE trending, moderately NW dipping reverse 

faulting late in the tectonic history of basement rocks at Manaia Hill, five kilometres 

southwest of Matawai. 
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The proximity of the underlying basement may have had a great influence on the 

patterns in the Matawai area, with the greywacke's block faulting pattern copying 

through into the overlying volcanics. The influence of doming due to an underlying 

igneous intrusion should not be discounted, since there are several volcanic plugs in 

the area (e.g. Withjack and Schiener, 1982; Chevallier and Venvoerd, 1987; Komuro, 

1987; Tosdal and Richards, 2001). 

Overall this is area shows that there may be some interaction between the two main 

mechanisms proposed to describe three-dimensional strain in the area (Harding and 

Krantz). This is interesting because even though partitioning may be invoked, the 

resulting strain axes are quite different for the two models (as described in the 

introduction), so that individual outcrops may have quite differently oriented strain 

ellipses from one another. 
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11.7 GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE OPENING OF A NETWORK OF 
THREE INTERSECTING VEINS. 

11.7.1 Opening o f  a triannulur network o f  veins. 

In the Matawai area there are many examples of 'shortcut' veins, where two through- 

going veins intersect and a small vein cuts across the angle between them, making a 

small triangular network (Fig. 106). This observation prompted an attempt to model 

the opening geometry of such a pattern in terms of the relative movement of blocks 

of rock on either side of the vein, in order to define the relative displacement vectors 

for some of the blocks of rock involved. 

Case 1: Apex of simple pyramid 

Where three differently oriented veins intersect and open simultaneously, they form a 

network that is triangular in plan section and a triangular pyramid in three dimensions 

(Fig. 106 (i), (ii)). The veins isolate two blocks of rock, the innermost of which is also 

a triangular pyramid, and the outermost has a pyramid-shaped hole in it. Initially the 

inner block nested back into the hole in the outer block. For an upright pyramid, with 

the apex pointing upwards, the inner block must have moved downwards with respect 

to the outer block in order to open up the veins (Fig. 106(ii)). The absolute slip vector 

for the opening of the network may be constructed, because the apex of the inner 

pyramid is a uniquely defined point, whose equivalent point is known on the outer 

block. The two apices were initially adjacent to one another, and the line joining the 

two is the slip vector for the opening deformation. 

If we assume that the vein pattern is exposed in a planar surface, in order to calculate 

the slip for such a system, one must measure the lengths, thicknesses and orientations 

of the three veins in the network, and the orientation of the plane in which these 

measurements were taken. In this way the dimensions of the pyramids and their 

position relative to one another may be calculated (Fig. 106(iii)). 

General formulae for the bearing and plunge, and length of the slip vector may be 

calculated trigonometrically. The formulae are rather complicated. (Appendix 1). 
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Case 2:Disintegrating wedge ('A 'pattern). 

This movement vector, however, is valid only in very few cases. If one or more of the 

veins extends beyond the pyramid, it no longer applies, because the problem no 

longer consists of two blocks of rock moving relative to one another in a simple 

fashion (Fig. 107(i), (ii)). If two veins continue beyond the pyramid (making an 'A' 

shape in cross section), there is relative movement of three blocks of rock and the 

unique apex no longer exists for the outer pyramid. The basic assumption for the 

model, therefore, does not apply. In the Matawai area there are no examples of the 

simplest case, where the pyramid stands alone with no through-going veins. It is 

possible, though, that in some examples where veins do continue beyond the pyramid, 

application of this method may give one component of the opening. It is not possible 

to be more specific than that. 

In cases where the cross section is an 'A' pattern, it is possible to work out an opening 

vector for the crossbar (or 'shortcut vein') of the 'A' using the other two veins as 

markers and their intersection line as a 'piercing point' similar to that used in fault 

slip determination (Fig. 108). The point at which the intersection line is in contact 

with one wall of the opening vein was initially adjacent to its equivalent on the other 

wall. The line that joins the two is the opening vector for the shortcut vein. Begbie 

(1997) worked with some examples that are similar to this, where an opening vector 

may be calculated for a vein that crosscuts two differently oriented planes. The 

intersection line of the two offset planes was used in a similar fashion to the 

simultaneously opening veins in this example. 

If the two walls of the shortcut vein are the same length (! = ['in Fig. 109 (i)), the 

opening vector of the 'shortcut' vein is within the section of the outcrop. This also 

results in the other two veins being different thicknesses, on either side of the shortcut 

vein (tl # tl', t2 # t2' in Fig. 109 (i)). If the two walls of the shortcut are not the same 

length, (! ;r: !' in Fig. 109(ii)-(v)) there must be relative in-out movement of the 

blocks on either side of the vein. This may or may not result in the other two veins 

being different thicknesses on either side of the shortcut vein (examples given in Fig. 

109(ii)-(v)). In order to define the opening vector of the shortcut vein the different 
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thicknesses of these veins, or the different lengths of the walls of the shortcut vein, 

must be measured. 

The significance of these subtleties on opening vectors was not recognised until late 

in the thesis research. Field observations and sketches made early in the research 

relate only to the simple pyramid structure and not the through-going veins. 

Unfortunately deterioration of the outcrops means it is no longer possible to make 

such readings. Consequently it is not possible to work out an opening vector with the 

information available in the Matawai area. 

The slip vectors in both the above cases apply to parallel-sided veins. If any of the 

blocks rotate as they move relative to one another, at least some of the veins that form 

taper rather than having parallel walls. In this case the vector joining the two 'piercing 

points' would only describe the translational part of the movement and not the 

rotational part. In fact very few significantly tapering veins have been seen anywhere 

on the Coromandel Peninsula. This must, then, reflect something of the common 

opening mechanism of veins. It may be that the blocks of country rock are not 

completely isolated and free to move, except in a definite direction- directly pushing 

away from their neighbour. They are not freely 'floating in space' and able to rotate. 

11.7.2 The rectanaular network at outcrop 2 (Fias 11 0-1 11 ). 

A similar attempt to the above was made to model relative displacement vectors for 

the blocks of rock surrounding and within the rectangular network at outcrop 2. Fig. 

110 shows the sketch of the outcrop (i), stereonet plots of all the veins (ii) and three 

dimensional sketches of all the veins (iii) and (iv). From the outcrop it was not clear 

whether vein B or vein E, both of them or neither used to continue above the ground 

prior to erosion. However, if we assume that vein E continued, making a 'roof' to the 

network (Fig. 1 lO(iv)), then the scenario is analogous to that of the isolated pyramid- 

shape block that was considered at the start of this modelling. In other words, the 

inner block of rock, which is rectangular in cross section, is completely isolated from 

the surrounding rock by vein material. The outer block of rock has a hole in it, again 

rectangular in cross section, into which the inner block used to nest. The only way to 

open such a network of veins is if the inner block has moved downwards with respect 

to the outer block. 
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By drawing a schematic vertical cross-section through the network in a north-south 

orientation one may see that the block must have moved downwards.and on along a 

vector that pitches towards the north in the plane of section (Fig. 11 l(ii)). If it did not 

move northwards, the vertical vein C would not have opened. Equally, the pitch of the 

slip vector, as projected into this section must be steeper than the pitch of vein A in 

the section, otherwise vein A would not have opened. 

If a second schematic vertical cross section is drawn (Fig. 1 ll(iii)), this time in an 

east-west direction, it is clear that the displacement vector must pitch west, in order 

that vein B opens, but must be steeper than the projection of vein D into the section, 

in order that vein D opens. Thus, a field on the stereonet may be defined in which the 

displacement vector must lie (Fig. 11 l(iv)). 

By following the same logic, and considering cross sections of different orientations, 

one may further limit the field in which the displacement vector lies (Fig. 11 l(iv)). It 

is the area of the stereonet defined by the great circles of the veins, lying between the 

intersections of A with B, B with C, C with D and D with A.. In order to define 

absolutely the vector, one would need to know thickness of veins A-E, as well as their 

orientations and that of the outcrop plane. These measurements were not taken. It was 

not possible to discern the exact thickness of veins B and E. 

There is at least one example in the roadcut outcrop where a very shallow dipping 

vein intersect steeper veins in a geometry very similar to that represented in the two 

cross sections of Fig. 11 l(ii) and (iii). This shows that this it is reasonable to suggest 

that vein E could provide a roof to the rectangular block. 

It is interesting to note that the pole to vein E falls right on the edge of the field of the 

displacement vector. In other words, it is almost possible that the displacement vector 

of the inner block of rock lies parallel to the pole of vein E, and vein E opened as a 

pure extension vein, with no element of shear. This is unlikely, though, because such 

a vector would be almost parallel to vein C, and would therefore result in a high 

proportion of shear along the vein and not much opening. Vein C would therefore be 

much thinner than the other veins, which does not fit with observations. 
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This model for opening of the rectangular network by dropping the innermost block 

of rock relative to the outer block (or lifting of the outer relative to the inner block) 

may also apply if vein E did not form a 'roof prior to erosion. However, there are 

also other possibilities for opening such a network, including some blocks pulling 

away from others within the plane of the exposure. In that case, the displacement 

vector as described above may represent one component of the movement. If E was 

the 'roof', though, the displacement vector must lie within the range of orientations 

described above. This only applies if all the veins opened simultaneously, which they 

appear to have done. 

11.7.3 The significance o f  displacement vectors. 

Calculation of individual displacement vectors is the equivalent of taking 

measurements on individual striation orientations. In itself each displacement 

represents only a tiny part of the strain in the area (strain being the first derivative of 

the displacement field). In order to tell something of the overall strain, one would 

need many displacement vectors, and to consider their overall pattern, as is the case 

with striations. 

The postulated displacement vector for the example at outcrop 2, Matawai, shows that 

the relative movement of blocks within and outside the rectangular network was 

steep-almost vertical. Either the outer block moved upwards (towards the free surface 

of the earth) or the inner block moved downwards. The former model is more 

intuitive when considering space problems, but the latter has the problem of needing 

superlithostatic fluid pressures to lift the weight of the overburden. 

If the thickness of all the veins in the network could be measured and the absolute 

displacement vector calculated, the movement of the inner block would cause a 

different amount and direction of shear on each of the veins A, B, C and D as they 

opened. This could be used to see whether their opening did, indeed, have an element 

of orthorhombic shear, as their orientation seems to suggest. 
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12.1 DISCUSSION. 

The three studies presented represent rather different geometries and structural 

implications. However, there are some questions that may be answered from each of 

them. 

12.1.1 Three-dimensional strain in epithemtal deposits. 

The consideration of the attitude of planes (poles) and their intersection lines yields 

very much more information on the shape of the network of fractures than 

consideration of poles alone. If only one intersection line orientation is present, then 

no matter how many veins open, there is no length change in the system in the 

orientation of the intersection line (c.f. fold axis), and so the strain is two-dimensional. 

However, if veins open with more than one intersection orientation, then the third 

dimension also extends and so three-dimensional strain is indicated. Notably in each 

of the studies this approach highlighted a significant element of three-dimensional 

strain, even in relatively simple deposits such as Golden Cross open pit, which is 

predominantly plane-strain. This is true even where networks of veins opened in one 

major pulse, as indicated by a paucity of crosscutting relationships. 

This is significant in that the literature on the structure of vein systems tends to 

address them predominantly as though they were plane-strain features. (e.g. Sibson, 

1995). Plane-strain is, however, apparently more the exception than the rule, according 

to the deposits presented in this study. This contrasts greatly with studies of 

mesothermal veins (e.g. Sporli and Anderson, 1980), where plane strain is common. 

The particular mechanisms by which three-dimensional strain occurs varies. In some 

localities (e.g. Kapanga) the strain occurred by formation and opening of an 

orthorhombic fracture network that involves bulk strain, with all planes moving 

together (Krantz, 1988). Elsewhere (e.g. Matawai) a Harding-type mechanism seems 

more likely, with localised switching of strain axes and partitioning between areas of 

differing strain. It is possible that in some deposits a combination of these two 
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mechanisms occurs, possibly with detachment between the zones within which each 

mechanism occurred. 

In the Golden Cross Deposit three-dimensional strain is apparently achieved in 

different ways. Firstly, the background joints may have elements of three-dimensional 

strain created by folding causing a conical spread of intersection lines. Secondly, in the 

underground quartz deposit, 3D strain may occur by allowing a little rotation of the 

intermediate axis-but only within a horizontal plane, thereby allowing planes to form 

with a variety of strikes. The overall dip-slip system results in horizontal intersection 

lines. Thirdly, the open pit vein quartz has a strong element of plane strain, which is 

largely due to veins following pre-existing bedding-parallel and bedding-perpendicular 

fractures, but overlain on this is also the influence of a similar 'wobble' in the 

intermediate axis. Lastly, the three-dimensional strain in the vein calcite is more like a 

Harding-type model acting on rock with a very strong pre-existing fabric of fractures 

(bedding planes, joints and earlier veins), which in itself already had three- 

dimensional strain. Although calcite veins were similarly oriented to earlier defects, 

they intersected differently in a network that apparently opened in one large pulse. 

Hence an individual deposit may evolve and show different characteristics at different 

times and probably even in simultaneously operating zones. Mechanical response of 

the rock may change with advancing hydrothermal alteration. Very localised pre- 

existing fabrics can greatly affect the geometry of the vein network that forms. The 

nature of the applied stress field acting upon the pre-existing fabric is also of critical 

importance. 

12.1.2 Non-Andersoniun stress regimes. 

The deposits in this study- Kapanga, probably Matawai, Golden Cross quartz and 

calcite systems- formed under stress patterns where the principal axes are 

approximately vertical and horizontal, as for Andersonian modes of faulting 

(Anderson, 1951). However, there is evidence in the Golden Cross quartz and calcite 

vein systems formed under a predominantly normal regime, where the intermediate 

axis was horizontal but the major and minor axes sometimes switched and at times 

maybe both have been moderately plunging. This situation was probably very short- 

lived event, and as a natural result of opening of fractures leading to changes in the 
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stress regime. The very low stress difference between 01 and 03 required for dilation to 

occur would also make for easy switching of the axes. 

12.1.3 Strike-slip vs. dip-slip in epithennal deposits. 

Much literature interprets epithermal deposit formation in terms of dilational jogs in 

strike-slip systems (e.g. Sibson, 1987). Whilst this kind of mechanism undoubtedly 

operates in some localities, the evidence from the three deposits in this study points to 

the dominance of dip-slip in at least two of them (Kapanga and Golden Cross). If 

Harding type mechanisms for three-dimensional strain occur, then there would 

possibly be a local strike-slip and dip-slip in different parts of the same system. In 

such a system the regional stresses may be strike-slip, with a steeply plunging 

intermediate axis, but locally the pre-existing fabric and switching of the stress axes 

may lead to development of normal and thrust faults as well as folding (Wilcox et al, 

1973). This may be the case at Matawai. 

It is notable that some authors invoke a strike-slip model, even where no small-scale 

evidence for strike-slip faulting or opening is present (e.g. Caddey et al., 1995). 

12.1.4 Normal vs reverse systems in epithennal deposits. 

In contrast to mesothermal deposits, where steep faults reactivated in a reverse sense 

may act as valves to fluid flow (Sibson, 1988), the literature claims that dilation of a 

high-level vein system in a compressional (reverse) regime is too difficult (e.g. Sibson, 

1989). According to such claims non strike-slip epithermal systems must therefore be 

formed under an extensional (normal) regime. 

The evidence from this study shows that some epithennal deposits do, indeed, form 

under normal stress regimes (e.g. Kapanga), resulting in a steeply dipping minor strain 

axis. However, there is evidence that some deposits (e.g. at Golden Cross) form under 

a dominantly normal system, but occasionally switch to reverse. At outcrop scale there 

are many examples of veins with a reverse opening sense. 

12.1.5 The problem o f  shallowlv-dippinn veins in the epithermal environment. 

It is true that the need for very high fluid pressures to open flat-lying veins poses some 

problems, when fractures so easily connect to the surface, thus relieving pressures 
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(Sibson et al., 1988). This study presents a new mechanism by which flat-lying veins 

may be opened in the high-level environment, especially where the upwelling fluids 

are very close to boiling temperatures, and kept just in the liquid phase only by the 

ambient pressure. In this mechanism, such a fluid is subject to a sudden pressure drop, 

for example by a seismic event, opening up fractures that connect to the surface. This 

results in a sudden, almost explosive, flashing to steam. The pressure of the expansion- 

which may be a factor of up to 110 times at 200°C and 1600 times at 100°C (K. L. 

Brown pers. comm., 2002; Irvine and Liley, 1984; Meyer et al., 1993))- as the newly 

formed steam tries to force its way through the pre-existing network of fractures may 

cause a large-scale dilation within the system. Flashing will extend into the country 

rock and downwards. (Browne and Lawless, 2001). This mechanism is akin to the type 

of explosion that may occur when a cylinder of compressed gas is punctured. In such 

instances it may be possible that the easiest direction for the steam to push the rock out 

of the way is upwards, towards the free surface, and so horizontal fractures may be 

relatively easy to open up. This is independent of stress orientations. 

This type of mechanism is known to occur close to the surface in geothermal systems, 

and is the mechanism by which hydrothermal eruptions are initiated (Browne and 

Lawless, 2001). Such eruptions may eject rock material from as deep as 450m, which 

is similar to the depth estimated by Simpson et al. (2001) for the Empire Vein System 

(>400m) on the basis of alteration assemblages and fluid inclusions. The amount of 

energy needed to open flat-lying veins at this depth is very similar to the energy 

calculated for known hydrothermal eruptions by Browne and Lawless (2001). The 

ejection of solid material at the surface may or may not have accompanied the opening 

of the veins. Wills (2001) reports some hydrothermal eruption breccias in the open pit 

and these may be the surface expression of the deeper process. 

The presence of large horizontal veins at Golden Cross has implications for modem 

systems. For example, the Wairakei system of the Taupo Volcanic Zone has lateral 

flow very much more than vertical flow. This has been interpreted as preferential flow 

through particular lithologies or along contacts (Grant, 1977). The Wairakei 

hydothermal system is at a comparable height in the crust to that proposed for Golden 

Cross, so a similar process could be occurring- i.e. opening of flat-lying fractures by 

boiling and expansion of fluids. If horizontal fractures are present, then this could 
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greatly contribute to increasing lateral permeability. There have been cases during 

drilling in the Wairakei area, when the drill bit has dropped a couple of metres into a 

cavity, although it is not clear what its attitude is (pers. comm. P.R.L.Browne, 2002). 

This shows that sizeable cavities can stay open at the depths postulated. 

12.1.6 Dynamic nature o f  the svstem- faulting, fracturing and fluid flow. 

It is clear from internal textures in veins that there is an intimate relationship between 

fluid flow and the processes causing fracturing and faulting. For example, the existence 

of a large fault at Golden Cross may be the reason why geothermal fluids began 

upwelling there rather than elsewhere. The presence of the fluid makes it easier for the 

fault to move (Hancock, 1985) and dilation in the region of the fault causes pressure 

changes that 'pump' the fluid through the system (Sibson et al., 1975; Sibson et al., 

1988). Fluids make it easier for faults to move and movement on faults makes fluids 

move. 

Tectonic processes, therefore, have an absolutely critical role in dictating the location of 

epithermal deposits and how they develop. This includes more than the stress system 

affecting the orientation of fractures and their intersection lines. Because seismically- 

induced pressure changes are key in dictating the hydrology of the system, they also 

influence where fluids boil, and with it where precipitation occurs and even what 

minerals form where in the system. This includes whereabouts in the system gold and 

silver deposit. Seismically induced boiling may also modify the concentration of 

solutions, which, along with changes in the speed with which the processes occur 

dictates the grain size, and whether gels or sols or crystalline quartz precipitate. From 

this study it is apparent that seismic activity can be the trigger for boiling that causes 

further dilation of fractures in the system. 

In other words, tectonic activity directly or indirectly affects everything about an 

epithermal deposit, from where it forms and the orientation of the vein network to the 

internal textures and mineralogy of the veins. They are very dynamic systems with many 

interconnected processes. 
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12.1.7 Influence o f  ure-existing inhomogeneities on the geometry o f  vein networks. 

From the above discussion it is already apparent that the presence of a pre-existing 

network of defects may have a great deal of influence on the overall structure of the 

final vein system. However, it is not always possible to tell whether a fracture formed 

and opened under the same tectonic regime. In some instances -and maybe especially 

where the whole network seems to have filled more or less simultaneously- it is 

possible that the veining represents hydraulic opening of a pre-existing network that 

initially formed under completely different conditions of stress. The fractures may 

have formed and dilated in two totally separate events. In such cases the discerned 

structure may be largely inherited from the earlier period of the structural history, 

rather than the veining event(s) itself. It may be impossible to tell the difference 

between this scenario and one where the fractures formed and filled at the same time. 

Golden Cross is an excellent deposit in which to study the influence of pre-existing 

fracture networks, since it is possible here to identify and analyse early joints as well 

as the three phases of veining that followed them. Apparently bedding also had an 

influence upon vein orientations. The similarity of small-scale patterns of joints and 

pyrite veins points to the exploitation of early features, but probably only those that 

were very favourably oriented. The pyrite seams were then opened out again by both 

quartz and calcite veins. 

Of particular interest is the contrast in patterns of the quartz veins in the open pit and 

the underground. Although both apparently dilated under similar stress conditions- and 

this is reflected in their plots of intersection lines- the open pit has veins parallel and 

perpendicular to the steeply dipping bedding of the Coromandel group host rocks 

(probably following a bedding-parallel weakness, and bedding-perpendicular joints), 

whilst the underground quartz has orientations more connected with the steeply- 

dipping Empire Fault Zone. Joints in the steep Coromandel Group may have 

influenced the quartz veins mapped in the hanging wall of the underground 

exploration drive. In other words, the same stress system acting on two different 

networks produced geometries with some similarities and some differences. 

Identification of bedding during the later stages of mining considerably helped in 

explaining these differences. 
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The calcite vein system at Golden Cross shows how a changing mechanical response 

can affect an earlier network of veins to produce a new system. The orientation of 

poles (planes) in the later system are similar to those of the earlier system, showing a 

similar influence of bedding parallel and perpendicular joints to the open pit (both 

systems are hosted in the Coromandel Group rocks). The intersection lines, on the 

other hand, are very different from all the pre-existing patterns, because the new 

mechanical response resulted in the planes connecting together to make a differently 

shaped network. 

At Golden Cross there is therefore a great deal of evidence that veins opened out 

planes that were inherited. On the other hand, on a smaller scale there is also a lot of 

evidence for episode after episode of new veins crosscutting earlier fractures, and 

probably filling very quickly, instantaneously in geological terms, i.e. the vein 

fractures formed and filled in one event. This may be due,to a slight change in 

orientation of the stress field in between pulses of fracturing. It may also be that some 

veins, once filled, became a strengthened the rock for the next phase of the fracturing, 

rather than becoming a pre-existing weakness. There is evidence that both 

strengthening and weakening of rock occurs by breakage and sealing. 

Where pre-existing networks of fractures are identifiable it is very much easier to 

analyse the final vein system. Unfortunately this is often not possible and in such 

instances analysis of overall finite strain is probably more appropriate than inferring 

much about the stresses that caused the strain. 

12.1.8 Comparison o f  the different scales. 

One of the questions this thesis aimed to address was the extent to which the small 

scale processes and structural patterns reflect those at a larger scale, and to examine 

interrelationships between them where they are different. 

It is apparent that there are a wide variety of processes at work, and that they affect the 

system in different ways at different scales. In this there are fundamental differences 

between what happens, and the product, for example within veins and at the overall 
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deposit scale. In general, the smaller the scale considered, the more the processes are 

linked to such factors as chemistry, fluid dynamics and changes in temperature and 

pressure. At a larger scale the overall structure, including the patterns and orientations 

of planes (poles) and intersection lines is more directly related to regional and local 

stress systems. Therefore there are some fundamental differences present at the largest 

and smallest scales considered here. 

Having said that, the opening mechanisms of individual veins are directly related to 

the stresses present at the time of opening, and so are the patterns of the system as a 

whole. This is to some extent reflected by similarities in vein patterns at different 

scales. Very localised variations, such as the exact location and orientation of pre- 

existing joints, will tend to affect the individual outcrop greatly. Consequently, 

although there is a link between the outcrop or individual vein scale to the deposit 

scale structure, the small scale may not be a direct analogue of the large. By 

considering several outcrops, the very localised variations will be 'ironed out' and an 

accurate picture of the overall structure is gained. The overall, composite plots of 

structure must, though, always be analysed with the patterns seen at individual 

outcrops in mind in order to get a true picture of the processes. 

For example, the pattern of jointing at different outcrops of the decline is very similar, 

but the orientation changes progressively from the lowest outcrops to the highest. The 

plot of all data for jointing in the decline is very diffuse, but bearing in mind what 

individual patterns are like, it is apparent that there is some kind of fold-like structure 

present, whether primary or produced by deformation. This causes at least some of the 

complexity in the overall plot. Thus it is by considering the large scale and the smaller 

scale together that the most meaningful picture is discerned. 

The calcite system of Golden Cross consists of veins with a range of thickness, 

continuity and regularity, which results in a rather diffuse overall plot of poles. 

However, when the plot of poles was contoured and compared to a plot that included 

only the longest, straightest, thickest veins, the two plots showed very similar patterns. 

Furthermore, the inclusion of the irregular veins emphasised the clustering and 

spreading patterns on the plot of more regular veins. In other words, in this system, 
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even the smallest and least regular veins seem to conform to the same pattern of 

orientation as the largest and most regular veins. 

The study of a single level of the Golden Cross open pit, and of the underground 

workings yielded very similar results to the data that became available with 

exploitation of other levels in the deposit. Similarly, the study of small scale patterns 

in old workings at Kapanga were compatible with the patterns presented on a much 

larger scale on mine plans of the whole deposit. It seems, then, that the orientation of 

small-scale features in a limited part of a deposit can be a very good reflection of the 

overall structure, particularly if intersection lines and poles are considered together. 

However, orientation analysis of a small part of a deposit reveals nothing of the extent 

of the whole body, nor the thickness or continuity of individual veins in other 

localities. 

Cargill et al. (1995) conducted a fractal analysis of several epithermal deposits, 

including Golden Cross, from the Coromandel Peninsula to determine the extent to 

which certain features of the veining were 'self similar'- or comparable on all scales. 

They investigated the density of veining (i.e. number of veinslm), thickness of veins 

and % quartz on several scales. They concluded that most of the vein distributions 

they studied were only fractal (scale invariant) over a limited spacing range, and that 

some were not fractal at all. They found that there was a lithological connection in that 

well-jointed country rocks tended to produce more regular spacings of veins than less 

well-jointed hosts, where the veins tended to form in clusters. The most significant 

factor for the presence of vein quartz was found to be location within the system. In 

the central and deeper parts of the system, and closer to major structures veins tend to 

be thicker and more clustered together than at the periphery. Which is, of course, what 

defines it as the central part of the system. Finally they concluded that fractal analysis 

was of very limited use and that it must be conducted alongside other information such 

as structural analysis. 

Small-scale features and kinematic indicators may contribute to the larger picture. The 

local stress field is reflected in opening mechanisms for individual veins. Models for 

the overall system should therefore be compatible with the strike-slip or dip-slip, 

normal or reverse opening of small-scale features. 
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In general, the final shape and size of a deposit depends upon the overall regional 

stress system, and how it acts upon the pre-existing geology in the particular locality. 

Vein patterns will vary from outcrop to outcrop, depending upon the exact local 

geology. The similarities in their geometry are a reflection of the common conditions 

the veins formed under and the differences probably reflect the local variability of pre- 

existing features. 

12.1.9 Folding in the Coromandel epithennal deuosits. 

Throughout the Coromandel Peninsula, due to the thick vegetation cover, alteration 

and weathering it can be very difficult to identify bedding, or individual flows, in the 

Tertiary volcanic rocks. Consequently it is very difficult to identify whether rocks are 

folded, and if so, anything of the nature or orientation of the folds. There are very few 

reports of folding for the whole of the region. 

Skinner (1976) reported folding in the Moehau Formation basement rocks of the 

Moehau range, at the north of the peninsula, on a NE axis, with associated tension 

fractures. He associated this deformation with intrusives of age 17.1-15.6 ma. 

Bannister (2001) also reported folding near Mt. Moehau, in Tertiary rocks in which he 

could recognise bedding. He also connected the folding with eastwards tilting on a N- 

S axis. He deduced the timing of this event to be immediately prior to 5ma. 

Patterns of veining produced by folding. 

If folding were to occur where bedding is not identifiable, but the rocks are veined, it 

is possible that the folding patterns could be inferred from trends apparent in both 

poles and intersection lines. Poles and intersection lines, as linear features would 

spread around small circles, with the fold axis also being the axis of the resultant cone. 

If the vein poles or intersection lines were initially at right angles to the fold axis they 

would spread in a great circle spread, akin to the n-plot produced by folded bedding. 

Small circle spreads can be difficult to pick out where there is only one set of veins 

present- particularly if the fold axis is not horizontal. Where there are multiple vein 
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sets present, this problem is magnified and the folding would probably result in a very 

diffuse, confused picture that would be very difficult to interpret. It would be almost 

impossible to pick the spread- unless there was other evidence in the area, such as 

folded bedding. 

The key factor in the patterns produced by folding is that the poles and intersection 

lines would spread around a similar axis. If folding were on a horizontal axis, and if 

poles andfor intersection lines were initially vertical, then the resultant pattern may 

possibly be discerned. In such cases the folding could at best be described as 

'postulated' or 'inferred', since the initial configuration of veining is not known. 

Furthermore it would not be possible to say whether the folding occurred prior to or 

after the veining, as it could be an pattern inherited by the opening up of a previously 

folded joint system. Another factor to consider is whether the pattern is primary or 

produced by deformation. In a volcanic terrain, such a pattern could be produced in 

cooling joints by primary curvature of a flow as it draped over topographic highs, or 

by doming over an igneous intrusion. One would need external evidence for folding in 

order to define clearly the patterns produced by it. 

Lennox and Golding (1989) described complex patterns of veins associated with 

folding in arenites from southeast Victoria. These patterns were as a result of pre- 

existing veins being folded, further complicated by other veins that formed during 

folding, sub parallel or sub-normal to fold axes in the hinge area and en echelon sets 

that formed sub normal to the fold axis in the limbs of the fold. 

Is there folding in the deposits studied? 

Having refuted the possibility of recognising folding by these methods, there is some 

evidence that two of the deposits presented in this study may have undergone folding 

during some part of their history. 

Golden Cross 

At Golden Cross, the joint, open pit quartz and calcite vein poles and intersection lines 

appear to spread in a pattern that is congruent with folding about a NNE-NE trending, 

shallow- horizontal fold axis. This pattern was initially recognised because of a 
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systematic change in the plunge of intersection lines from the lowest to the highest 

part of the decline. The intersection lines appear to have been initially steep-vertical 

and therefore perpendicular to the fold axis. Some poles spread in a similar fashion, 

whilst most form a very diffuse pattern that may represent small circle spread away 

from their initial orientations. If the initial joint and calcite vein patterns were bedding 

perpendicular, and since bedding now dips moderately-steeply southeast, the initial 

pattern of poles would have largely spread around a NE striking, SW dipping bedding 

(or flow) plane. The diffusion created by the folding would have caused deviation 

from this great circle. The pattern observed in the plots of poles and intersection lines 

is as described. 

Bedding/ lava flow plane orientation is not identifiable in the decline or the 260RL 

exploration drive. However, in the open pit, during later stages of mining, bedding was 

very obvious and described by Wills (2001) as dipping 46-65OSE, the whole area 

having been tilted around a NE-NNE trending axis (parallel to the postulated fold 

axis). Whilst folding as such is not described, folding around an axis trending 

horizontal NE-NNE would result in no change in the strike of the bedding, only its 

dip. In other words, the presence of bedding with consistent NE strike but a range of 

dips could be as a consequence of folding around such an axis. De Ronde (1985) 

described dips in lacustrine sediments in the area as dipping 28-53OE-SE, again 

consistent with the postulated folding. 

If this folding is real, it is coaxial with the major, regional tilting, and may have 

occurred during a similar time period- i.e. early in the history of the rocks. The fact 

that the underground quartz vein system does not show the same folding as the later 

carbonate veins could mean that the pattern is inherited from the jointing pattern, and 

so folding occurred before the quartz system formed. The quartz system is more 

influenced by the orientations associated with the Empire Fault Zone, so it would not 

have inherited the same fold pattern. Alternatively, since the fold axis is horizontal and 

roughly parallel to the Empire VeinfFault Zone, it could represent a large drag fold in 

the hanging wall of the Empire Fault. Again this may have occurred prior to veining. 
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The postulated folding would have to be rather open, or very asymmetric in order to 

maintain the moderate-steep SE dip throughout the Golden Cross area. 

This model puts the postulated folding early in the history. Bannister's (2001), 5Ma 

estimate suggests the folding and subsequent eastwards tilting near Mt. Moehau was 

after the 7.5-6.6ma calculated for Golden Cross tilting by Wills (2001). 

Matawai. 

At Matawai there is also a suggestion that the pattern of poles and intersection lines 

could be influenced by folding, and interestingly, the postulated fold axis trends 

horizontally NE- almost identical to that postulated for Golden Cross. There appears to 

be a small circle spread of intersections around the NE axis, but also a great circle 

spread of intersections with a NE horizontal pole. In this model these intersection lines 

would have been initially perpendicular to the fold axis. There are similar spreads 

present on the plot of poles. (The two spreads on the plots of poles are almost identical 

to the spreads of poles on the plot for the calcite system at Golden Cross, but the 

intersection lines plots are different for the two deposits.) Unfortunately there is no 

independent evidence to prove or disprove folding has occurred at Matawai, since the 

rocks are too altered and weathered to recognise bedding or flow planes. 
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12.1.1 0 Reaional scale tectonics. 

The structural analysis of the Kapanga, Golden Cross and Matawai deposits presented 

in this thesis reveals one very significant common feature: in each area the 

intermediate axis of stresslstrain is oriented shallow-horizontal NE-NNE. What is 

more, at Golden Cross, the horizontal N E  axis seems to have persisted from early in 

the history, with folding, during possible normal faulting, throughout the quartz vein 

system and on through the calcite veining and then the tilting that occurred prior to the 

Whitianga Group rhyolites. The major and minor axes appear to have switched 

occasionally, and for short time periods, but the intermediate axis seems to be very 

fixed in its horizontal NE-trending position. It is not until the post vein faulting that 

any significant strike-slip occurred, and here the principal axes seem to be in similar 

orientations to the earlier phases, but they appear to have switched with one another. 

That the intermediate axis has a common orientation in the three deposits, and over an 

interval of time at one of them, shows that this is an important regional trend for the 

Coromandel. It is significant that this common trend is apparent, despite large 

differences in the setting of the deposits, and therefore the pre-existing structure. The 

Matawai deposit is close to the Coromandel group- basement boundary, and may have 

been influenced by basement trends. The Kapanga deposit, right in the middle of the 

Coromandel Group volcanics, is further from other contacts and more likely to show 

influence of only the andesite structure, rather than copying through basement trends. 

The Golden Cross deposit, set in the tilted Coromandel Group close to the overlying, 

roughly horizontal Whitianga Group rhyolites, shows a great deal of influence of the 

pre-existing structure of its host. The three deposits seem to have deformed in different 

ways- orthorhombic shear at Kapanga, possibly a Harding-type mechanism at 

Matawai, folding (joints), modification of plane strain (quartz) and Harding-type 

(calcite) at Golden Cross. Yet in each of these systems the intermediate axis trend is 

horizontal NE-NNE. 

This significant regional tectonic orientation, represented by the common intermediate 

axis, may have input into the discussion of the plate tectonic setting of the Coromandel 

Peninsula, as laid out in the introduction. The intermediate axis is parallel to the Lau- 

Colville and Kermadec arcs (Fig. 112), and it is likely that the subduction zone 
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trending NE and dipping northwards under New Zealand was the most significant 

feature in dictating the regional stresses in the Coromandel Peninsula during the time 

of formation of the epithermal deposits. The folding and possibly some normal 

faulting at Golden Cross occurred prior to the onset of the hydrothermal activity, with 

the same intermediate axis. The subduction zone, then, was almost certainly also 

established before the hydrothermal activity commenced. 

The relative ages of the three deposits is not known, since only Golden Cross has been 

dated (6.9-6.6my) (Wills, 2001). Generally most of the dating that has been done on 

the Coromandel Peninsula has been of fresh rock and therefore deliberately avoided 

the most hydrothermally altered rock. It is probable that many of the epithermal 

deposits are of a similar age to the Whitianga Group rhyolites, and that the magmatic 

activity provided the heat source for the hydrothermal systems that formed them. If 

this is the case, the northern deposits may be slightly older than the southern deposits, 

since the trends in volcanism also tend to get younger southwards (Adams et al., 1994; 

Black et al., 1992; Smith et al, 1989). This age trend for the deposits themselves is 

speculation and more dating of the products of hydrothermal activity is needed to get a 

better picture of the changing tectonics during this time period. 

The Coromandel Group volcanics at Golden Cross have been dated by 4 0 ~ r / 3 9 ~ r  

methods as 7.8+/- 0.3Ma. From the dating of adularia in the Empire vein Zone the age 

of the hydrothermal activity is 6.9+/-lMa, whilst alteration in the open pit was dated 

as 6.78+/-0.04 Ma. The post-tilting Whakamoehau unit of the Whitianga group was 

6.6+/-0.05Ma. The tilting therefore appears to have occurred soon after the formation 

of the Coromandel Group in the interval 7.5-6.6Ma (all dates from Wills, 2001), and 

since the NE intermediate axis was present during the tilting event it is likely that the 

NE trending subduction zone was also associated with the formation of the 

Coromandel Group arc volcanics. This is in agreement with the tectonic pictures 

presented by both Brothers (1984, 1986), and Herzer (1995). 

The rocks at Golden Cross are among the youngest representing the Coromandel 

Group volcanics. Those further north tend to be older (Skinner, 1986). Whether or not 

the older arc volcanics were formed in response to a NW trending, SE dipping 

subduction zone, or the same NE trending, NW dipping subduction zone is not clear at 
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this stage, so it is not possible to say whether the Herzer or the Brothers model is 

correct. However, by the time the epithermal deposits were formed it appears that the 

NE trends were established. Dating of the northern deposits may shed more light. At 

Matawai and Kapanga there were not many crosscutting relationships so it is possible 

that the deposits represent hydraulic opening of a pre-existing fracture pattern. If this 

were the case then the orthorhombic pattern of Kapanga and the Harding-type model 

of Matawai may have formed at an earlier stage than the hydrothermal activity, and 

dating the vein material or the products of alteration will give only a minimum age for 

the initial stress system. The NE trends may be inherited from an earlier time. 

At Golden Cross, no significant strike-slip occurred during formation of the epithermal 

system. The dip-slip present during veining occurred in both normal and reverse 

senses, but was mostly normal. The overall stress system at Kapanga appears to 

indicate an extensional regime. At Matawai the system appears to have some 

compressional characteristics. If the subduction zone were fixing the intermediate axis 

as horizontal, then the compressional and extensional characteristics may depend on 

the amount of coupling between the two plates (Scheuber and Reutter, 1992). If there 

were a fluctuation in the amount of coupling between the overriding and the 

underthrusting plates, then the stress regime in the arc itself could switch from 

compressional to extensional and vice versa. 

This may be in part what controlled the changing stress regime as reflected in the 

structure of the epithermal deposits. The Hauraki Rift to the west of the Coromandel 

and the Havre Trough to the east would also have influenced the stresses (crustal 

arching apparently began around 10-7 Ma (Hochstein and Ballance, 1993), in 

association with the Hauraki Rift). 

It should be noted, however, that local variation in vein opening mechanisms does not 

require switching of the regional scale stress axes, because the low differential stresses 

required in a dilational system, and the inevitable perturbation of the stress field due to 

the formation and opening of fractures may easily cause very localised switching of 

stress axes, and hence the presence of both normal and reverse opening mechanisms. 
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At Kapanga the intermediate axis trends NNE rather than NE. This may indicate that 

the Hauraki Rift has more influence on it than the other deposits. Of the three deposits 

presented in this study, the Kapanga is the one that lies closest to the rift. 

Alternatively, the more northerly trend of the stress system could indicate that it was 

earlier than the others (it is also the northernmost of the deposits) and that it was 

influenced by the north trending Northland Arc suggested by Herzer (1995). If 

Herzer's model is correct, then it is possible that Kapanga may have formed during the 

time when the two arcs overlapped and that it may also have been influenced by the 

trends of the Colville Arc. 

At 5Ma, the Havre Trough began to open to the NE of the Coromandel Peninsula, and 

on down to its onshore equivalent the ensialic marginal basin of the Taupo-Rotorua 

Depression (Fig. 11). The former has an overall spreading rate of 20mm/year, whilst 

the latter is currently spreading at around 7mdyear. There are also associated 

transforms with these two systems (Cole, 1986). 

The Coromandel Penisula would have been caught between the north-south trending 

Hauraki Rift in the west and the NE-SW trending Havre Trough in the east, both 

spreading towards the Coromandel. In other words, there could have been 

compressional stresses in the Coromandel region. Some precursory extension may 

have been present in the Havre area even prior to the actual rifting, and so there may 

have been compression in the Coromandel earlier than 5Ma. Because of the differing 

trends and spreading directions of the two basins, once the Havre trough actually 

began to open, some strike-slip would be involved, in the Coromandel, even on faults 

sub parallel to the basins. 

This spreading in the two basins may well be what caused the late stage faults at 

Golden Cross, which run NE-SW, subparallel to the Empire Vein Zone and the Havre 

Trough, to have significant strike-slip along them (Fig. 114(ii)). Interestingly the stress 

axes seem to have remained similarly oriented, except that the intermediate axis was 

vertical and the major and minor axes trended NNE and ESE, roughly horizontally. 

Therefore the late stage faulting was apparently also controlled by the larger scale 

tectonic configuration, although the configuration was slightly different from that 

present during veining. Scratch striations were the only type seen on the faults at the 
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260RL, so it was not possible to discern movement sense on the faults. Consequently 

it is unclear which of the horizontal axes was which. Since the subduction continued 

off to the east on a NE trending subduction zone, and with the two basins spreading on 

either side of the Coromandel, it seems most likely that the major stress axis would 

trend ESE and the minor axis NNE. However, putting the major stress axis as the 

acute bisector of the two main clusters of planes implies that it lies horizontal NNE 

whilst the minor axis would fall horizontal ESE (see chapter 8.6). 

Some authors speculate that the bimodal suite of Whitianga Group rhyolites and 

Mercury Bay basalts are indicative of an extensional regime in the Coromandel area 

(Huang et al, 2000). The basalts are not volumetrically large. The opening of the 

Havre trough almost certainly caused compression and may have put an end to the 

formation of the Whitianga group all together, along with their associated 

hydrothermal activity and consequent formation of the epithermal deposits of the 

Coromandel Peninsula. 
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